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Milestones, our annual of 1947. Each page relives an
unforgettable hour, day, month of an unforgettable year.
It is not easy to highlight one year, one group of girls,
one group of teachers on a campus that has witnessed three
generations come and go; for the past so enriches the pres-
ent. We have a word ever alive on our lips at ^\^ard-
Belmont that speaks intangibly. It is expressed through
the stately white-columned Acklen Hall, the silent marble
statues, the rust-worn chimes that hang in the tower, the
grandeur of the minuet, the dropping of May Baskets, the
beauty of May Day. It is not a new word, though it speaks
today in all we do. The word is Tradition. If in these
pages we have captured the richness and beauty of Ward-
Belmont's noble heritage, we have in part fulfilled our
purpose.
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Ward-Belmont as a whole has, during the past two years, been particularly aware of the
helpful influence of one man, Dr. Robert Calhoun Provine: one whose quiet, unostentatious
wisdom has had its efl:ect on even the smallest of campus organizations; on members of the
staff and faculty; and especially on those of the student body, each of whom will carry her
own recollection of him through the years of the future.
He has endeared himself to every Ward-Belmont girl through the little things we will
always remember about him: his detached way of telling jokes in chapel, the way he looks into
space and plays with his car keys while he makes a decision, the fun he gets out of playing a
tennis game or watching basketball, his special horse show hat whose brim is perpetually at
the mercy of the wind, the informal parties in his home made even more memorable by his
artistry at the piano, the way he tries to keep from laughing at pointed jokes in chapel, and
more than anything else, his sympathetic understanding . . . the strength behind his leadership.
In years to come our appreciation of him will grow as we recall his medium of bringing out
the intangible good in each of us: his abstractions which brought order out of chaotic minds,
his belief in the inherent good latent in every individual. It is this good in us we dedicate
to him.
In Remembrance
DR. JOSEPH E. BURK
Few of today's Ward-Belmont students knew Dr.
Joseph E. Bink, who held the presidency of the school
from 1939 through 1945. Even so, personal acquaint-
ance was not necessary for an appreciation of him and
his contributions to the \\'ard-Belmont ideal of living.
His patient efforts to instill tolerance, industry, and
loyalty in each of "his girls" were among the corner-
stones in our present strivings toward these ideals.
It is in this way that we remember Dr. Burk; it is for
this reason that he will continue to exert a contribu-
tive influence on the Ward-Belmont of the futine.
We Remember
MISS GERTRUDE CASEBIER
Miss Gertrude Casebier held the position of Dean
of Students of Ward-Belmont from the fall of 1943
through the spring of 1946. All those girls who
worked and played during their college days under
her recall her willingness to aid them in all problems,
personal or academic. It was with a sense of loss that
they learned of her resignation from this post; her
executive capabilities and personal magnetism had
formed an integral part of their conception of Ward-
Belmont. Miss Casebier's interest in the school was
firm and lasting. This interest is one of those things
about Miss Casebier that we appreciate and remem-
ber.
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DR. ROBERT CALHOUN PROVINE
Presidefit
As the central figure in W.-B. life, Dr. Provine has bent un-
swervingly toward the upbuilding of our school. He not only
executes the duties of chief executive, but also takes a real part
in all campus activities. Besides acting as "master of ceremo-
nies" at the Christmas Servants Party, cheering at the hockey and
basketball games, and attending all social activities on campus,
he is continuously ready to offer advice or encouragement to any
girl. His geniality and sympathetic understanding have made
him a favorite campus figure.
MR. CHARLES P. HOGARTH
Dean of the College
Our efficient and kind adviser, Dean Hogarth, possesses out-
standing ability in guiding diverse students in their courses of
study. His personal concern for scholastic achievement is shown
through his interest in Phi Theta Kappa and Hood and Gown.
MRS. SUSAN S. SOUBY
Principal of the Preparatory School
Mrs. Souby's second year at Ward-Belmont has
pro\ed to be as successful as her first. She has
gained the respect and love of every student with
whom she has come in contact. While fulfilling
the department's position as an integral part of
the school, she has shown much interest in cam-
pus life and affairs.
MR. ALAN IRWIN
Dean of Conservatory of Music
Understanding is the word describing Dean
Irwin, plus a ready smile, keen wit, and excel-
lent musical ability. His interest in music and
his consciousness for the need of it has led to
his direction of numerous activities directed to-
ward the satisfying of this need.
MR. JOHN A. BITZER
Registrar
With interest and vitality Mr. Bitzer has effi-
ciently executed the work of registrar. His or-
ganization of the Public Relations office has
made possible the propagation of the news and
views of W.-li.
MR. VERNON M. NELSON
Business Manager
In the capacity of Business Manager, Mr.
Timothy G. Donavan was succeeded by Mr.
Vernon M. Nelson, whose capability has en-
abled him to manage efficiently the intricate
financial affairs of the school.
MISS MARTHA ORDWAY
Dean of Women
As the new Dean of Women this year, Miss
Ordway has gained the respect of each girl
through her understanding nature. Slie has
shown an active interest in all campus affairs
and has been particularly helpful in assisting
the Student Council instigate Student Govern-
ment.
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MARIBEL BENTON
Piano
M.Mu Student of
KATHLEEN BENDER BOVD
Cheinistr)'
George Peabody College for Teachers, B.S.
HELEN BRANDON
History
Murry State Teachers College, B.A.; Uniyersity of Tennessee, M.A.
SARA WORLEV BRANDON
Mathematics
George Peabody College for Teachers, B.S., M.S.
MARGUERITE JEAN BRECKENRIDGE
History
Vanderbilt Un George Peabody College for
VERA ESTON BROOKS
History
Vanderbilt Un
PATTY LITTON CHADWELL
Physical Education
Graduate, Ward-Beln
atory of M
and J. H.
CATHERINE CHAMBERS
History
;ity. B.A.; University of Texas, M.A.; Uniyersity of
Mexico
JANET CLEVELAND
Enslish
WHITFIELD COBB. JR.
Mathematics
f North Carolina, A.B., A.M.: University of Michigan
SYDNEY DALTON
Head of I'oice Department
College of Music, Montreal, L.Mus.: Cincinnati Consery-
of David BisphaM.Mu ; Student m, Max Heinrich
Duval; Piano with Rafael Joseffy; Composition with
Rubin Goldmark and Frederick Schlieder
MAUDINE COLLIER DANIEL
Home Economics and Physiology
Union University, B.A.; George Peabody College for Teachers
THOMAS B. DONNER
Spanish
East Texas Teachers College, B.A.: Southern Methodist University,
M.A.; further study, George Peabody College for Teachers
POLLY FESSEY
Commercial Law
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School: Vanderbilt Uni\ersity, B.A.
MARTHA LEE FORDE
Secretarial Studies
MARY LOUISE GIVENS
Modern Language
Woman's College, B.A.: Uni\ersity of Wisconsin,Randolph-M
Nt.A., Ph.D., Certuficat dEtud
con: University of P Un
University of Bersan-
ty of Chicago
LOUISE GORDON
Art
EDNA KING GUILD
Latin
Vanderbilt Un
(fltlll!
SHIRLEY HANBURY
Speech
Sniflh College. A.B.
MARGARET SHANNON HARBER
Physical Education
Southern Methodist University, B.S.
HELEN K. HAUGHTON
Art History
Ruskin School of Art. Oxford, England; Slade School, University of
London; University of Chicago. A.B.; Columbia University; Art
University of Chicago
VERA LUZENE HAY
History'
University of Chicago. Ph.D.; Vanderbilt University, M.A.; Harvard
University; Columbia University; George Peabody College for
Teachers; University of Minnesota
JEAN JONES HEDDLESTON
Physical Education
Graduate, Chalit School of Dancing
CORA HENDERSON
Secretarial Training
Southern College. B.A.; George Peabody College for Teachers. M.A.
FREDERICK .\RTHUR HENKEL
Head of Organ Department
Andn
Graduate. Metropolitan College of Music.
College of Music; Student of Steinbrecher.
and Grainger
GEORGIA HODGSON
History
Southwestern University. B.A.; George Peabody College for Women,
M.A.; further study. University of Wisconsin
ALMA HOLLINGER
Biology
University of Michigan. B..\.. M.A.; Michigan Biological Station;
Marine Biological Station. Venice, California
FLORENCE IRWIN
Piano
Bush Conservatory of Music. B.M.. M.M.: Ward-Belmont School:
Rockford College; Student of John Blackmore. Fredric Lamond.
Edwin Hughes; Teachers' College. Columbia University; Juilliard
School of Music
HARRYETTE HARLAN KAYE
Biology
Vanderbilt University. B.A.
BILLIE KUYKENDALL
English
Tennesse College, B.S.; George Peabody College for Teachers. M.A.
BARB.\RA McCAIN
Physical Education
University of Iowa. B.S.
RUTH M. MANN
Mathematics
University of Wisconsin. B.S.
FLORENCE RENICH MATHIAS
Chemistry
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; University of Chicago
NELLIE PVLE MISER
Mathematics
Huron College. B.A., University of Chicago
KATHERINE BLANC MITCHELL
French and Spanish
M.A.; Un ;ity of
CATHERINE E. MORRISON
Director. Department of Physical Education
Posse School of Education; Emerson College of Oratory; Gilbert
School of Dancing, George Peabody College for Teachers; Columbia
Un iity
llClil!
JOHN ALBERT MORROW
Chemistryi
Emoiv and Henry College. B. A.; University of Virginia, M.A.;
University of Florida, Ph.D,
1V.\R LOU MYHR
English
Vanderbilt University, B..^.; Ph.D.: George Peabody College for
Teachers, M.A.; Oxford University and Cambridge University, Eng-
land; Yale University
MARY >L\RG.ARET NEAL
Chemistry
Graduate. Ward-Belmont School; Northwestern University, B.S.
NL\RGARET ELIZABETH NEWHALL
Library
Vassar College. B..\.; Ohio State University, M.,\., B.S.; George
Peabody College for Teachers, B.S. in L.S.
MARY RACHEL NORRIS
Psychology and Education
Bryn Mawr College, B.A., M.A.; George Peabody College tor
Teachers; Columbia University
ANNE KNOTT ORDWAY
English
University of Chicago, Ph.B.; Vanderbilt University, M.A.
MARTHA HENRY OTTARSON
Latin
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, B.A.; University of Rome, Italy,
M..\.; the American, British, Italian, and French Academies, Ath-
ens, Greece, and the Sorbonne, Paris; Vanderbilt
FRANCES HELEN PARKER
Harp
Birmingham Southern College. B.A.; Vanderbilt University. M.A.;
Eastman School of Music; Cincinnati Conservatory of Music: Stu-
dent of Carlos Salzedo; private lessons in Vienna
GEORGIA TAYLOR PARKS
Library
Tennessee College for Women, B.A.; George Peabody College for
Teachers. B.S. in L.S.
LUCY ISABEL PARNELL
Biology
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, B A.
ALMA WILSON PHILLIPS
Spanish
George Peabody
Paris; University
College
of Mex
for Teachers.
CO; University
B.S.. MA
of Geneva;
; Univ
McGil
ersity
Univ
of
MARGUERITE B. PINSON
High School Librarian
MARY McMILLIAN RASMUSSEN
English
I.S.; University of Bern,
MARILYN REDINGER
Voice
Butler Uni' ersity and Arthur Jordan Conservatory, B.M.; 'Ward-
Belmont School; Student of Sydney Dalton, Joseph Lautner, coach-
ing with Charles Hedley
WILMOTH REESE
English
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, A.B.
LAWRENCE H. RIGGS
Head of Music Theory Department
Beloit College. B.A.; Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University. Eng-
HAZEL CO.ATE ROSE
Piano
n Sherwood. C
th Arthur Du:
Dickii
Formerly Teacher in
Concert Master. Indi;
Gil'cny, Indianapolis
KENNETH ROSE
Head of Violin Departmen
r Metropol n School of Music, Indianapolis;
apolis Symphony Orchestra: Student of Mc-
.\rthur Hartman. Paris; George Lehmann,
Berlin: Suky, Prague
fflniif
JEAN RYDER
Physical Education
Sargent School of Boston University, B.S.
LAURINE FORRESTER SARGENT
Home Economics
University of Tennessee, B.S.: George Peabody College for Teachers,
M.A.; Vanderbilt University
GRACE SCHNECK
Music Theory
American Conservatory of Music, B.Mus., M.Mus.; Mills College;
Theory and Composition with Leo Sowerby, Stella Roberts, and
Darius Milhaud
JANE SEFTON
Piano
Ward-Belmont Conservatory; University of Michigan, B.M.; Juil-
liard School of Music; Columbia University
MARY WYNNE SHACKELFORD
Director, Department of Art
Art Academy of Cincinnati; University of Cincinnati, B.S.; Pratt
Institute, School of Fine and Applied Arts; School of Fine and
Applied Arts, New York and Paris, B.F.A.
WAYNE DENT SHILLINGLAW
Ertglish
Vanderbilt University, B.A.; further study, Vanderbilt
PAULINE LACY SMITH
English
University of Kentucky, A.B.; University of Chicago, M.A.; George
Peabody College tor Teachers
CORINNE EWELL SPENCER
Spanish
Vanderbilt University, B.A.
NANCY LIINSFORD SUTHERLAND
Art
Diploma in Art, Ward-Belmont School; Certificate, Boothbay
Studios; Student of Frank Leonard Allen
AMELIE THRONE
Piano
Farrar School of Voice and Piano, Nashville, Tennessee; Student of
Maurice Aronson, Vienna; Josef Lhevinne, Berlin; Sigismund Sto-
jowsky. New York; Master Class of Harold Bauer, New York
ETHEL WINBORN TURNER
Mathematics
Vanderbilt University. B.A.
EMILY BARRY WALKER
Biology
Western Kentucky State Teachers College; George Peabody College
for Teachers, B.S., M.A.; Vanderbilt University Medical School
FRANCES CANNON WALKER
Home Economics
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute; University of Tennessee, B.S.
RUTH WALKER
English
George Peabody College for Teachers, B.S.
ELIZABETH WALL
Piano
George Peabody College for Teachers, B.S.; Nashville Conservatory
of Music, B.Mus.; Student of Wiktor Labunski, Eduard Loessel,
Roy Underwood
SUSANNA WILDER
Sociology and liible
Smith College, B.A.: Yale University, M.A.
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SUiOft Of FICHS
President JACKIE KOON
Vice-President Martha Wilson
Secretary JUNE Michelson
Boarding Treasurer, First Semester MARILYN Flynn
Boarding Treasurer, Second Semester Jean Gill
Day Student Treasurer JANE MEANS
Sergeant at Anns Marion Dopke
Sponsor Mi;s Margaret Newhall
Miss Margaret Newhall
'^oAemell to^ the ^enlanA
who pledged their love to their old W.-B. and vowed to be ever true as they
stood together on the steps that last memorable Sunday and looked deep into
their hearts for echoes of the past — each with her own memories — memories of
the first bewildering day on the newly found campus, the thrill of rush week, the
solemn inspiration of formal initiation, the first night walking from the library
wakening to the realization of belonging.
Farewell to the Seniors who walked through the quiet of Acklen Hall, hear-
ing the swish of crinoline skirts and feeling the presence of former belles who
left the tradition to them.
They see snow in club village and remember the cheery talk and hot coffee
in the Open Hearth; the silver magnolia leaves in Acklen Hall, and the lighted
Christmas trees; the midnight snacks and the typewriters in the night; the thrill
of dressing in silks and lace to dance the minuet, dreaming of a pastel May-Day,
and pressing the dying flowers of their bouquets.
Farewell to the Seniors who clasped hands as the lingering notes of the
chimes faded into the "Bells of Ward-Belmont," knowing the love that they had
attained would never fly as the leaves, but would live forever as the final refrain
that floated over the campus.
Prexy Koon Southern fried chicken Lucky dogs
Adele Adams
Nashville, Tennessee
Alice Ann Adams
Nashville, Tennessee
Del Vers
General Diploma
Kathyrn L. Alps
Carmel, Indiana
"Kathy"
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Staff, '47.
Barbara J. Allen
Sulphur Springs, Indiana
"Bobby"
Penta Tau
General Diploma
h Club, -46, '47; Chemistry Club,
'ice-President of Turf and Tanbark,
>resident of Y. W. C. A., '47.
Mildred Arthur
Pecos, Texas
General Diploma
Tops. '46; Spanish Club, '46, '47.
Thelma Lee Back
Tulsa, Oklahoma
"T-Back"
.Ann Badger
Tri K McMiNNViLLE, Tennessee
General Diploma
Del Vers
German Club, '46, '47; Chemistry
'46, '47; Treasurer of Chemistry
'47; President of Tri K Chib, '47
Theta Kappa, '47.
Club,
Club,
; Phi Home
General Diploma
Economics Club, '46. '47.
Dorothy Helen All
Nashville. Tennessee
Del Vers
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '46, '47; Chemistry Club
'47.
Ana Teresa Angelini
Republic of Panama
"Tessie"
Harriette Ashley
Valdo.sta, Georgia
"Ashley"
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Athletic Association, '46, '47: Swi;
Varsity, '46; Track Varsity, '46; Tenn
Varsity. '4fi; Tops, '4B: Senior Mid-Bas
ketball Manager, '46: Span'sh Club, '47:
Vice-President of Naiades. '47; Cheerlead
er of .Senior Class, '47: President of P
T. Club. '47; Phi Theta Kappa. '47.
It's so fine!
Barbara Elaine Bahr
Lebanon, Missouri
Osiron
General Diploma
Frcnrh Club, 4(i. '47: Club Reporter,
Mariha Ann Barton
Nashville, Tennessee
Eleanor Bellamy
Knoxville, Tennessee
Agora
General Diploma
Athletic Association, '47; Tops, '47.
Alice Jane Black
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Kathrvn Barfield
Sylacauga, Alabama
Kathy"
Del Vers
Diploma in Piano
Music Club, '47: Milestones Art Staff,
47: Mu Sigma Phi, -47.
Cora Moss Bell
Birmingham, Alabama
General Diplo
Beverly Berno
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Mildred Louise Bouton
Lebanon, Tennessee
Osiron
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46; Spanish Club, '46, '47.
Eva Claudine Boyle
St. Georges, Bermuda
Spanish Club. '46.
June Brown
Muncie, Indiana
Speech Club, '41): Art Club, '46: Spanish
Club, '47; Cartoonist, Hyphen, '47; Art
Editor of Chimes, '47.
Ann Brumley
Statesvlle, North Carolina
T. C.
Ge7,eral Diploma
Catherine Lees Bull
Sparta, Michigan
"Cathy"
Agora
General Diploma
Hyphen Staff, '46, '47; Spanish Club, '46,
'47; Orchestra, '46, '47; Drum Corps, '47;
Secretary of Student Council, '47; Chem-
istry Club, '47: Vice-President of Agora
Club, '47.
Betty Busby
Lawton, Oklahoma
AflNTIE CANTRELL
Etowah, Tennessee
X. L.
General Diploma
French Club, '46; Speech Club, '46, '47;
Captivators, '46, '47; Chemistry Club, '46,
'47; Round Table Club, '46, '47.
Margaret Carolyn Casto
Charleston, West Virginia
Speech Club, '46; French Club, '46, '47;
Secretary-Treasurer of French Club, '47;
Athletic Association, '46, '47,
Jeanne Eleanor Bryant
Huntingdon, Tennessee
Osiron
Speech Club, '46; Student Council, '46;
Phi Theta Kappa, '46, '47; Drum Corps
'46, '47; Vice-President of Osiron Club
'46; Treasurer of Phi Theta Kappa, '47.
Anne Elizabeth Bumgardner
Ch.\rlotte, North Carolina
Secretary of A. K. Club, '46; Tops, '46;
Milestones Business Manager, '46, '47;
.Athletic Association, '47; Vice-President
of A. K. Club, '47; Vice-President of Y.
W. C. A., '47.
Clara Caldwell
Nashville, Tennessee
Speech Club, '46, '47; Home Economics
Club, '47; French Club, '47; Choir, '47.
Susan Jane Carson
Glen Ellyn, Illinois
a. K.
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '46, '47; Hyph
Tops, '47.
Patricia Cheek
West Bend, Wisconsin
Anti-Pandora
General D
Club, '46; Home Economics
And it all started in Senior Hall
And in the morning it curls
Martha L. Clark
South Bend, Indiana
X. L
Gf „eral D,ploma
Frenc
Club
h Club.
•46, •47;
•46.
-i
Student
7; Round
Council,
Jov Clay
DuRANT. Oklahoma
Margaret Louise Clough
Glen Ellvn, Illinois
Home Economics Club, '47; Spanish
Club, ^47; Hyphe Staff. ^47; Chemistry
Club, •47.
Nancy Clemmer
Amarillo, Texas
"Butsie"
Sergeant at Arms. Tri K Club; Second
Lieutenant in Tops, •47.
Margaret Louise Coleman
Smyrna, Tennessee
"Marlou"
T. C.
General Diploma
t Club. ^46; Tops. •46, '47; Span
Hattve Ruth Cole
Artesia, New Mexico
Osiron
General Diploma and Voice Certified
Tops. •46; Spanish Club, '46; Choir,
•47; French Club. ^47; Music Club,
Mikado, •' •47.
Mary .\llcood Cooper
Rome. Georgia
"Coo^^
Tri K
General Diploma
an Club. ^47.
Ernestine Congleton
Shaker Heights, Ohio
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Track 'Varsity, •46; Spanish Club, '46, '47;
Round Table Club, 46, '47.
Betty Joe Crews
Osceola, Arkansas
"B. J.
"
Osiron
General Diploma and Voice Certificate
Speech Club. 46; French Club. •46, ^47;
Music Club, '47; President of Osiron, '47;
Choir, '47; Mikado.^' •47.
Carol Eley Crosby
Jackson, Mississippi
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46; Secretary o£ Y. W.
A., '47; Tops, '46, '47.
Gloria Lowrey Dandridge
SENATOR!A, MISSISSIPPI
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Sinfonietta, '47; Ger-
Mary Elizabeth Derrick
KiRKwooD, Missouri
Charlotte Mae Eaton
Clayton, Missouri
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '46; Speech Chib, '47.
Martha Louise Edwards
Dallas, Texas
"Texas"
Del Vers
General Diploma
Spanish Club,
Could Ihis be Ward-Belmotit?
Anita Mae Dalton
Charlotte, North Carolina
Nancy Dennison
Denver, Colorado
Del Vers
al Diploma
Marian Dopke
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
General Di
Sergeant at Arms of Senior Class, '47;
Tennis Varsity, '46, '47; Athletic Associa-
tion, '46, '47; Spanish Club, '47; French
Club, '46, '47.
Alma Minton Edmonds
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Del Vers
General Diplt
Drum Corps, '46, '47; Basketball Varsity
'46; Athletic Association, '46, '47; S'
ming Varsity, '47; President of Naiades,
'47: Honorary President of Turf and
Tanbark, '47; King of Hearts, '47.
PEGGY' Elliott
Knoxville, Tennessee
Osiron
Music Diplt
Tops, '46; "H. M. S. Pinafore," '46; Oc
tet, '46, '47; Choir, '46, '47; "Mikado,'
'47; Sergeant at Arms of Osiron, '47; Sec
retary of Music Club, '47.
Sleepxti)iie gals
%)f..
Bettve Jane Erwin
Little Rock. Arkansas
Anti-Pandora
Reporter of Anti-Pandora Club, '46; As-
sistant Editor of Chimes, '46: Archery
ty. '46: French Club. '46. '47; Art
Club. '46; Tops, '46. Second Lieutenant.
47; Round Table Club. '47; President of
Anti-Pandora Club, '47; Feature Editor
of Hvl>hen, '47; Athletic Association. '46,
ry Editor of MILESTONES. '47.
Sally Fort Flowers
FiNDLAY, Ohio
French Club, '46; Chimes,
C:liib, '47; Chemistry Club,
Martha Lou Faulkner
Breckenridge, Texas
General Diplo
Chemistry Club, '47.
Marilyn Flynn
Pelham Manor. New York
Tri K
General Dililoma
Track Varsity. '46; Speech Club, '46;
..u..,^ Economics Club. '46, '47; Athletic
Association, '46, '47; Athletic Board. '47;
Y. 'W. C. A., '46. '47; Hyphen Staff.
Sports Editor. '47; Treasurer of Senior
Class. First Semester, '47.
Marion Frederick MARGARET FROGGE
\'E\v' York. New York Jamestown, Tennessee
•Freddy" T. C.
T. C. General Diploma
General Diploma
ditor of Chimes. '47.
Athletic Board. '46; Round Table Club
'47; Spanish Club. '47.
Nancy Lou Fuller
QuiNCY. Illinois
"Fuller"
Del Vers
General Diploma
Tops. '46; Speech Club. '46. '47; Colum-
nist of Hyphen, '46. '47; Business Mana-
ger of Chimes. '47; President o£ Hail Hall
for First Semester. '47.
Gloria June Giles
Watseka, Illinois
General Diploma
Tops. '46. '47; Spanish Club, '47.
Carolyn Anntoinette Gidley
Jacksonville. .Alabama
Del Vers
General Diploma
Jean Vaughn Gill
Roanoke. Virginia
"Pill"
Tri K
General Diploma
Club. '46; Spanish Club,
Cheerleader of Cla
Chairman of Y. W.
of Senior Class, '47
C. A.
'47; Social
'47: Treasurer
LeCompte Glenn
Roanoke, Virginia
"Compte"
Tri K
General Diploma
Cheerleader of Class, '46, '47; Spanish
Club, '46, '47; Vice President of Tri K
Club, '47; Turf and Tanbark. '47; Nai-
ades, '47; Student Council, '47.
Betty Ann Graves
Birmingham, Alabama
Penta Tau
Piano Diploma
Music Club, '47.
Meredith Margaret Golden
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Anti-Pandora
General Diph
Speech Club Vice-President, '46, '47
Round Table Club, '46, '47; Home Eco
nomics Club, '47.
BiLLiE Jean Hailey
Nashville, Tennessee
Agora
General Diploma
Day Student Treasurer, '46; Spanish
Club, '46, '47; Archery Varsity, '46;
Chemistry Club, '47.
Barbara Hanson
Fremont, Nebraska
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '47; Orchestra, '47; Capti-
vators, '47; Phi Theta Kappa, '47; Tops,
'47; Home Economics Club, '47; Hood
and Gown, '47.
Jane Harte
Atlanta, Georgia
Osiron
General Diploma
Swimming Varsity, '46; Chimes Art Staff,
'47; President of Athletic Association, '47;
Art Club, '46, '47; Spanish Club, '46, '47.
General Diph
Round Table Club, '47
S.\ra Katherine Green
Columbia, Tennessee
Anti-Pandora
General Diph
Camille Parker Hancock
Natchitoches, Louisiana
Agora
Voice Diph
Tops, '46; Chimes Staff, '46; "H. M. S
Pinafore, " '46; Choir, '46, '47; "Mikado,'
'47; Poetry Editor of Chimes, '47; Capti
vators, '47; Music Club, '47.
Frances Willie Harris
Fort Meyers, Florida
"Fran"
Penta Tau
General Diph
'47; President
Martha Ellen Hassell
Conway, Arkansas
Smile—we leave at six!
BiLLIE HENNARD
Kansas City. Missouri
"Li'l Will"
Agora
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46; Tops, '47; Home Eco-
nomics Club, *47.
Bertie Louise Hinman
Corpus Christi, Texas
General Diploma
Home Economics Club, '46; Speech Club,
46; Spanish Club, '47; Turf and Tan-
bark, '47.
Carolyn Hewitt
Columbus, Georgia
Agora
General Diploma
Joyce Marie Hollon
Portsmouth, Ohio
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Home Economics Club, '46, '47; Art
Club, '47.
Bess Moseley Hoover
Livermore, Kentucky
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Club, '47.
Betsy Horner
Waverly, Tennessee
Penta Tau
General Diploma and Art Certificate
Art Award, '46; French Club, '46, '47;
Art Club, '46. '47. President, '47; Phi
Theta Kappa, '47.
Dorothy Ray Hoback
Cowan, Tennessee
"Dot"
F. F.
Round Table Club, '47; Home Econom-
ics Club, '47.
Maryjane Hooper
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
"Sparkle"
F. F.
General Diploma
.Associate Editor of Hyphen, '46, '47; Lit-
erary Editor of Hyphen, '46, '47; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, '47.
Patsie Ann Hornbeck
Shawnee, Oklahoma
"Pat"
Agora
General Diploma
Bowling Varsity, '46. '47; Archery Var-
sity, '46. '47; Athletic Association, '46,
'47; First Lieutenant in Tops, '47.
Audrey Horst
St. Louis, Missouri
Del Vers
General Diploma
Baseball Varsity. '46; Athletic .Association,
46. '47; Spanish Club, '46, '47; Drum
Corps, '47; Hockey Varsity, '47; Martha
Washington, '47.
ll'liere's your posture button?
Anna Frances Hudson
Nashville, Tennessee
T. C.
General Diploma
Hood and Gown, '47.
Mary Allen Hutchinson
Nashville, Tennessee
F. F.
GBieral Diploma
Betty Louise Ingham
Pensacola, Florida
Osiron
General Diploma
Speech Club. '46, '47; Choir, '46,
Tops, '46, '47: Round Table Club,
47.
Peggy Johnson
YouNGSTOWN, Ohio
Penta Tau
General Diploma and Riding Certificate
Sergeant at Arms of Penta Tau Club, '46:
Turf and Tanbark, '46, '47: Home Eco-
nomics Club, '46; President, '47; Drum
Corps, '47; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '47.
Jean Jones
Hampshire, Tennessee
X. L.
General Diploma
Mary Ann Jones
Boonex'ille, Mississippi
"Marny"
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46, '47; President of Speech
Club, '47; Spanish Club, '46, '47.
Florence Carol Johnson
Tulsa Oklahoma
"Flossie"
Tri K
Voice Diploma and Riding Certificate
H. M. S. Pinafore," '46; "Mikado," '47
Choir, '46, '47: Turf and Tanbark, '46
'47; Music Club, '47.
Betty Zane Johnston
Chattanooga, Tennessee
"Johnnie"
F. F.
Art Certificate
Art Club, '46, '47; French Club, '46, '47
Athletic .Association, '46, '47; Tops, '46
'47; President of F. F. Club, '47.
Lizzie Lou Jones
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
General Diph
Sergeant at Arms of X. L. Club, '46;
Choir, '46, '47; Tops, '46; Athletic Asso-
ciation. '46, '47; French Club, '47: Cheer-
leader tor Senior Class, '47; President of
X. L. Club, '47; Ensemble Girl, '47.
Helen Elizabeth Keith
Nashville, Tennessee
"Liz"
Tri K
General Diph
Sheila Philips Kennard
Anderson, Texas
Orchestra, '46; Captivators, '46: Hood
and Gown, '46; Drum Corps, '46, '47;
Phi Theta Kappa, '46, '47; Spanish Club,
'46, '47: Tops, '46, First Lieutenant, '47;
Milestones Staff, '46, '47; Athletic Asso-
ciation, '46, '47: Chimes Staff, '46: Editor
of Chimes, '47; Hyphen Staff, '47.
BowHng Varsity, '46; Art Club, '46:
Home Economics Club, '46, '47; Athletic
Association, '46; Athletic Board, '47.
Spanish Club, '46, '47; Speech Club, '46;
French Club, '46, '47.
Art Club, '46: Southern Belles, '46; Span-
ish Club, '46, '47: Orchestra, '46; W.-B.
Chamber Music Society, '46, '47; Treas-
ot T. C. Club, '47; Concertmaster of
Sinfonietta, '47; Phi Theta Kappa, '47;
Music Club, '47; Mu Sigma Phi, '47.
JACQUELYN M. KOON
Grand Rapids, Michigan
"Jackie"
Agora
General Diploma
President of Fidelity Hall, '46: Student
Council, '46; French Club, '46, '47: Phi
Theta Kappa, '46, '47: Hyphen Staff,
'46. '47; Hood and Gown, '47; President
of Senior Class, '47.
Betty Jane Latham
Nashville, Tennessee
Lennie Katheryn Lavigne
Ponchatoula, Louisiana
Osiron
General Diploma
Athletic Association, '46, Board Member,
'47; Tops, '46, Second Lieutenant, '47;
Drum Corps, '46, '47; Home Economics
Club, '47.
Katheryn Lyter
QuiNCY, Illinois
"Kathy"
Del Vers
General Diploma and Riding Certificate
.Art Club, '46: Home Economics Club,
'46, '47: Turf and Tanbark, '46, '47:
Round Table Club, '46, '47; Chemistry
Club, '47.
PATRICIA MCGAULY
BIRMINGHAM, Alabama
"Pat"
Agora
General Diploma and Art Certificate
Spanish Club, '46; Milestones Staff, '46;
Art Club, '46, '47; Chimes Staff. '46, '47;
Hyphen Cartoonist, '47; President of
Agora Club, '47.
Betty Murray McWilliams
Versailles, Kentucky
Bctf
Anti-Pandora
French Club, '46; Speech Club, '46;
Treasurer of Anti-Pandora Club, '47;
Home Economics Club, '47: Queen of
Hearts, '47.
Joan Lily Maddox
Hartford Citv, Indiana
Osiron
General Diploma
French Club, '47.
Marie Louise Mackie
Tampa, Florida
Del Vers
General D\
French Club, '46, '47; Tops, '46, '47
Millicent Majure
Gadsden, Alabama
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma and Dance Certifi'
Sarah Evelyn Malahy
Durant, Oklahoma
Tops, '46. '47; Speech Club, '46, '47;
Spanish Club. '46, '47; Home Economics
Club, '46, '47.
Mary Louise Martin
Angola, Indiana
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46; Spanish Club, '46;
Choir, '46; Home Economics Club, '46;
Secretary of F. F. Club, '46; Phi Theta
Kappa, '46. Vice-President. '47; Vice-
President of F. F. Club. '47; President of
Hail Hall, Second Semester, '47.
Mamie Caldwell Meriwether
Jackson, Tennessee
Anti-Pandora
Music Diploma
W.-B. Symphony. '46; Music Club, '47.
Betty Lloyd Martin
Louisville, Kentucky
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46; Spanish Club, '46. '47;
Round Table Club. '47; Vice-President of
Anti-Pandora Club. '47.
Frances Jane Means
Nashville, Tennessee
Osiron
General Dipli
Day Student Treasui
Joyce Eugenia Michelson
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Del Vers
al Dipl,
Art Club, '40, '47: Tops, '46
Belles of Ward-Belmont
June Marie Michelson
Ann Arbor, Michigan
"Mike"
Del Vers
General Diploma
Tops. '46; Bowling Varsity, '46; Archery
Varsity. '46; Manager of Senior Mid-
.•\rchery Team. '46: Secretary of Senior
Class. '47; Phi Theta Kappa, '47; Ath-
Association. "46, '47.
>rARV Sherwood Mitchell
Columbus, Georgi.'^
X. L.
Arl Certificate
Speech Club.
Reporte
Mary McDonald Mull
Rome, Georgia
"Sissy"
/ Diplon
Shirley An.n Nickols
Shenandoah, Iowa
"Nicki"
Penta Ta
General Diploma and Speecli Certificate
Treasurer of Penta Tau Club, '46; Speech
Club. '46, '47; Swimming Manager of
Penta Tau Club, '47; Athletic Associa-
,
'46, '47; Hyphen Staff, '47; Naiades,
47.
Mary .Alice Ohms
Marion, Illinois
Lena Mistretta
Donaldsonville, Louisiana
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '46. '47; Phi Theta Kappa
47; Round Table Club, '47.
Nancy Benny Moss
Bowling Green. Kentucky
"Georgie"
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Tennis Varsity, '46, '47; Winner of Dou-
bles Cup, '46. '47; Swimming Varsity, '46;
Winner of Singles Cup, '47; Athletic As-
sociation, '46, '47; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet,
'47; Hyphen Staff, '47; Spanish Club, '47;
Phi Theta Kappa, '47.
Betty Frances Newport
Malden. Missouri
Newpie"
X. L.
General Diploma
Speech Club. '46; Spanish Club, '46. '47;
Tops. '46. Captain, '47; Phi Theta Kap-
pa. '46. '47; -Associate Editor of Hyphen,
'46; Editor of Hyphen, '47; Chimes
Staff, '47.
Patricia Ann Nowlan
University City, Missouri
Virginia Ann Osborn
Nashville. Tennessee
Del Vers
General Diploma
Sergeant at Arms of Del \'ers Club, '46;
iident of Del Vc 47.
MARILYiN Parnell
Shreveport, Louisiana
General Diploma
Proctor o£ Hail Hall. '46; French Club,
'46, "47: Tops, '46, '47; Business Manager
of Hyphen, '47; Phi Beta Kappa, '47;
Secretary of X. L. Club, '47.
Patsy Patee
Corpus Christi, Texas
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46; Spanish Club, '46;
Treasurer of Home Economics Club, '47.
Eleanor Louise Pershing
jeffersonville, indiana
General Diploma
"H. M. S. Pinafore," '46; Choir, '46. '47;
"Mikado." '47; Spanish Club, '47.
Nancy Lou Pippin
Waynesville, Missouri
"Pippin
"
A. K.
General Diploma
Captivators, '46, '47; Choir, '46, '47; Col-
lege Octet, '47; Chapel Proctor, '47.
Mary Elizabeth Rensford
Huntington, West Virginia
"Libby "
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '46, '47; Vice-President
Jennie Barlowe Parr
Munfordville, Kentucky
Osiron
Piano Diploma and Voice Certificate
"H. M. S. Pinafore," '46; College Octet
'46, '47; Choir, '46, '47; "Mikado," '47;
Music Club, '47; Mu Sigma Phi, '47.
Evelyn Paty
Nashville, Tennessee
Barbara Lou Phillips
Sturgis, Michigan
"Babs"
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '47; Glee Club, '47; Presi
dent of Choir, '47; "Mikado," '47; M
Club, '47.
Marjorie Grace Quiring
McPherson, Kansas
General D
Club, '47; Chemistry Club, '47
Patricia Edwina Rhine
Thornton, Arkansas
Del Vers
General Dipl
French Club, '46, Vice-President^
Tops, '46, '47; Captivators, '46, Leader,
47; Vice-President of Del Vers Club, '47
Hyphen Music Editor, '47; Drum Corps,
•47; Phi Theta Kappa, '47; Athletic As
sociation, '47; Mu Sigma Phi, '47.
Mirror, mirror on the icall
Norma Rickel
Kansas city, Missouri
Del Vers
General Diploma
Carol Jean Robertson
Richmond Heights. Virginia
F. F.
General Diploma
Art Club. '46: Home Economics Club,
46; Tops. '46, '47.
Merri Evelyn Rubley
Battle Creek, Michigan
Spanish Club. '46,
Club. '46. '47.
'47; Round Table
Virginia Sue Rippy
Nashville. Tennessee
"Ginny"
Osiron
General Diploma
Hood and Gown. '47.
Mary Claire Robida
West Palm Beach. Florida
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Secretary of Penta Tau Club. '46; Tops.
'46; Athletic Association. '46. '47; SpeeA
Club, '46, '47; Choir, '46, Secretary-
Treasurer, '47: Secretary of Naiades, '47.
Norma Lee Rudolph
Glen Ellyn. Illinois
General Diploma
Tops, 46; Speech Club. '46: Spanish
Club. '47: Chemistry Club. '46. Vice-Pres-
ident. '47: Vice-President of X, L. Club,
Virginia Bowie Satterfield
Princeton, Kentucky'
Shirley Schulz
Piqua, Ohio
F. F.
General Diploma and Secretary Certificate
Tops, '46; Round Table Club, '47; Ath-
letic Association, '47.
Helen Louise Schreiber
Chandler, Oklahoma
Home Economics Club, '46, '47; Chemis-
try Club, '47; Round Table Club, '47.
SHIRLEY' Louise Shepard
Vincennes. Indiana
Del Vers
General Diploma
Art Club. '46; Home Economics Club,
'46, '47; Round Table Club, '47: Report-
er of Del Vers Club. '47.
Betty Neil Shepperd
Beckley, West Vircini*
Del Vers
Barbara Jean Simon
Charleston, West Virginia
Speech Club, '46; Art Club, '46, '47; Art
Editor of MILESTONES, '46; Art Staff of
Milestones, '47.
Patzie Simonsen
janesville, wisconsin
"Trish"
Del Vers
General Diploma
Treasurer of German Club, '46; Phi Theta
Kappa, '47; Treasurer of Del Vers Club,
'47; Tops, '46, '47; Chemistry Club, '47.
Barbara Isabel Smith
Gary, Indiana
General Diplon
Orchestra, '46; Tops, '46.
Lois Snyder
Davenport, Iowa
Tri K
Eileen Springstun
Oaktovvn, Indiana
"Sprung"
Ce
T. C.
ral Diplon
Chemistry Club, '46; Athletic As:
'45-'47; Phi Theta Kappa, '47;
Staff, '47; Exchange Editor of
'47; Vice-President of T. C. C
Second Semester President of T.
Nancy Jo Simpson
Waverly, Tennessee
"Simp"
Del Vers
General Dipl
French Club, '46, '47; Tops
Nell Walker S.mith
Hawkinsville, Georgia
General Dipl,
Home Economics Club, '46, '47; Round
Table Club, '46, '47; President of A. K.
Club, '47; President's Cabinet, '47.
Fannette Sommer
Hawkinsville, Georgia
Anne Squires
Royal Oak, Michigan
]\'liile dreams of Beowulf danced
i)i their heads
Athletic Association, '46, '47; Spanish
Club, '47; Home Economics Club, '47;
Phi Theta Kappa, '47; Vice-President of
Athletic Association, '47.
Nancy Booth Stern
Indianapolis, Indiana
Osiron
al Diploma and Secretarial
Certificate
of Osiron Club, '47; Swimming
Lois Ann Stevens
Orlando, Florida
Osiron
; Diploma
Art Club, '46, '47; French Club, '46, '47.
Olive Haynes Thompson
Franklin, Kentucky
"Tommie"
Tri K
/ Diploma and Speech Certificate
Speech Club, '46, '47; Drum Corps, '46,
'47; Art Club, '46, '47.
Betty Jean Steed
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
General Diploma
Archery Varsity, '46; Swimming Varsity,
'46; Athletic Association, '46, '47; Treas-
urer of Naiades, '47; Spanish Club, '47;
Round Table Club, '47; Senior Cheer-
leader, '47.
Beverly Ann Stevens
Cincinnati, Ohio
"Bev"
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Treasurer of Senior Middle Class, '46;
Chapel Proctor, '46; Swimming Varsity,
'46; Tops, '46; Chemistry Club, '46, '47;
Treasurer of Y. W. C. A., '47; Vice-
President of Penta Tau Club, '47; Stu-
dent Council, '47; Naiades, '47.
Charlotte Ann Sutton
Peoria, Illinois
"Char"
Tri K
nch Chib,
b, '47; Y
!/ Diploma
Tops, '46; Chemistry
; I. vv. C. A. Cabinet, '47;
of Tri-K Club, '47.
Patience Mae Tanton
\Vashington, Illinois
"Pat"
Del Vers
al Diplo nd Riding Certificate
Track Varsity, '46; Baseball Varsity, '46;
Athletic Association, '46. '47; Hockey
Varsity, '46, '47; Turf and Tanbark, '46,
President, '47; Captivators, '46, '47:
Tops, '46, '47: George Washington, '47.
Alice Jo Tritschler
Nashville, Tennessee
Del Vers
General Diploma
Joanna Troutman
Huntington, West Virginia
Penta Tali
General Diploma
Speech Club, '46; Spanish Club, '46,
Kathrvn Ward VanNortvvick
Greenville, North Carolina
"Kay-
Tri-K
General Diplotna and Speech Certificate
Speech Club Historian, '46; Phi Theta
Kappa, '46, '47: Assistant Editor of
Milestones, '46; Athletic Association,
'46, '47; Speech Club, '47; Hockey Var-
sity, '47; Editor of Milestones, '47;
Orientation Chairman, '47.
Pat Wagoner
Odessa, Texas
Agora
General Diploma
French Club, '46; Manager of Senior Mid
Water Polo Team, '46; Athletic Associa-
tion, '46, Treasurer, '47; President of
Chemistry Club, ^47; Athletic Manager
of Senior Cla '47; '47-
GwENDOLVN Walker
Monroe, Louisiana
"Owen"
A. K.
Ruth Marie Walls
Bristol, Tennessee
a. k.
General Diploma
Choir, '46; "H. M. S. Pinafore," '46;
College Octet, '46, '47; Round Table
Club, '46, '47; German Club, '46, '47;
President of Pembroke Hall, '47; Phi
Theta Kappa, '47; "Mikado," '47.
Margaret Doris Tucker
Jacksonville, Florida
BiLLiE Blaire Vaughn
Albion, Michigan
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Hood and G
'47; Phi Th.
'46, '47.
iident of North Front
b, '47; Spanish Club
Grace Joy Waldrop
Nashville, Tennessee
Rosemary Wallace
Marion, Illinois
Mary Joe Warren
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Del Vers
Piano Diploma, Voice Certificate, and
Riding Certificate
Octet, '46; Choir, '46, '47; Tops, '46, '47
"Mikado," '47; Turf and Tanbark, '47
Music Club, '47.
Noel, Noel
Margaret Ann Webster
Breckenridge, Texas
Tri-K
General Diploma, Speech Certificate,
Dance Certificate
Swimming Varsity, '46; Speech Club, '46,
'47; Art Club. '47; Naiades, '47; Assistant
Art Editor ot Chimes, '47.
BOBBV Carolyn West
Nashville, Tennessee
Del Vers
Organ Diploma
Hood and Gown, '46, '47; Mu Sigm
47.
Mary Harrison Young
Burkvill.e Alabama
Osiron
General Diploma
Connie Williams
Nashville, Tennessee
General Diploma
iident of Senior Middle
jacquelyn ruth wood
Amarillo, Texas
"Jackie"
Osiron
General Diploma
Captivators. '46; Phi Theta Kappa, '46,
'47; Spanish Club, '47; Hockey Varsity,
'47; Drum Corps, '47; Chairman of Presi
dent's Cabinet. '47; President of Student
Council, '47; Milestones Staff, '47.
Edith Ann Young
Nashville. Tennessee
X. L.
General Diploma
Art Club, '46, '47; Vice-President ot X.
L. Club. '47; Athletic Association. '47.
Suzanne Zeek
Michigan City, Indiana
A. K.
General Diploma and Art Certificale
Tops, '46; Treasurer ot French Club, '46;
Treasurer ot Art Club, '47.
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SyiOft-MID OfflCERS
President Jane Faulk
Vice-President Challie Thornton
Secretary Julia Henson
Boarding Student Treasurer SOPHIE GouNOS
Day Student Treasurer Dot Frank
Sergeant-al-Arnu JUAN Stroube
Sponsor Miss Mary Margaret Neal
Miss Mary Margaret Neal
Hlllil
Friendshij}
HERE'S TO THE MIDS who withstood the test of meeting
hundreds of new girls in those trying days of Orientation, who were
puslied here and there by seniors and filled full of a hundred do's
and don'ts; who finally settled down to week ends on campus, ex-
cursions to the drug, trips to H. C, and nights in study hall.
HERE'S TO THE MIDS who listened to the caroling at Christ-
mas time, who "had it" on Senior-Senior Middle Day, and made
the school roar with laughter at their chapel program; who sent
home for their best formals and danced around the pillars of the
Corinthian Room, and with equal formality escorted their senior
"dates" to the banquet. They watched the stately minuet and May
Day with thoughts of the futiue in mind.
HERE'S TO THE MIDS who began to understand when they
first heard the Senior Song, who could not grasp the whole meaning
of step singing until they stood and heard their friends say good-by
in song and a few tears, giving them the promise of a class of '48 —
the promise of Ward-Belmont.
Pretty Faulk Long, long ago Popcorn, fritos We rise to fame
SENIOR PREPflftfllORY OfflCEfiS
Preiident JANIE BRANSON
Vice-President Anne Frederick
Secretary ELIZABETH NiXON
Boarding Treasurer : . . Neilyn Griggs
Day Student Treasurer Sarah Camille Farris
Sergeant at Arms Bennie CANNON
Sponsor MRS. WiLMOTH Reese
Mrs. \Vilmoth Reese
DRfD
U
Just fmsing
Firelight
As we are
SALUTE TO THE SENIOR PREPS who amid paper stream-
ers traversed to Percy Warner Park for a farewell-to-£all picnic and
a lively opening of the class of 1947; who solemnly announced their
aims in their formal chapel and strived to maintain them through
the year.
They released their spirit on Junior-Senior Prep Day with vic-
torious events. The "eager beavers" flocked into the dining room
to ring out their songs of triumph. The time marched on with
dances and campus fun, but with Spring, white dresses on May Day
revealed that the days were growing short and the night of red
roses and diplomas was fast approaching. There were tears and
happiness smiling through their eyes.
We salute the Senior Preps of 1947, a class that will ever live.
Off to a good start The fiano's all here
Pfi[PS
Gayle Ann Arieux
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Pcnstaff Club, '46, '47.
Barbara Ballard
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Ann Bell
Red Springs, North Carolina
High School Certificate
Joan Blackford
Signal Mountain, Tennessee
Anti-Pandora
High School Certificate
Barbara Lou Boysen
Houston, Texas
T. C.
High School Certificate
h Club, '47; Music Club, '47; Art
Louise Armistead
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Tops. 43; Art Club, '46.
Betty Ann Beaird
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Round Table Club, '46.
Bettv Jane Bell
Jackson, Michigan
High School Certificate
President of Spanish Club, '47
Table Club, '47.
Margaret Blair
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
President of Triad. '47; Secretary' of
Spanish Club. '47; Athletic Association,
"47; Tops. 44-'47, Lieutenant.
Vivienne Boysen
Houston, Texas
T. C.
High School Certificate
Music Club, '46, '47; Art Club
Club
Marie Alice Brakebill
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Tops. '44-'46, Lieutenant; Athletic As-
tion, '46, '47; Secretary of Angkor
Club, '47; Tennis Varsity, '47.
PiS
Edna Jane Branson
Pa.mpa. Texas
X. L.
High School Certificate
"H. M. S. Pinafore," '46; Athletic As-
sociation, '46, '47; Beta Club, '47; "The
Mikado." '47; President of Senior Class,
'47; Round Table Club, '47.
Bennie Cannon
Berry, Alabama
High School Certificate
47; Sergeant
Gloria Jean Cart\vright
Mitchell, Indiana
High School Certificate
Madalene Coggin
Chiplev, Florida
High School Certificate
b Club. '47.
Dorothy Virginia Coolidge
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Tops, '43-'47. Second Lieutenant; Round
^ ^
of
Nancy Dandridge Cooper
Nashville Tennessee
An jkor
High Schoc / Certificate
Jheerleader. '47;
Round Table Ckib.
French Club. '4
'47;
-The Mikado
Betty Sue Corley
Jackson, Mississippi
T. C.
High School Certificuti
-President of Spanish C
nd Table Club. '47.
Clare Corson
Nashville. Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47.
Laurel Lee Cuff
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Athletic Association, '46, '47; Round Ta-
bic Club, '46. '47; Spanish Club. '47;
Treasurer of Ariston Club. '47.
Miriam Holmas Cullom
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47.
Catherine Dahlinger
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47.
Marilyn Dawson
LiNwooD, Nebraska
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Kathryn- Dean
Alexander Citv, Alabama
High School Certificate
Bernice Dobbs
Springfield, Illinois
High School Certificate
lish Club, '47.
Sarah Camille Farris
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Lie /
47-;
Emily Vivian Finklea
monroeville, alabama
Anti-Pandora
High School Certificate
Music Club, '47.
Martha Lee Durham
Greensburg, Kentucky
High School Certificate
Glee Club. '46; Baseball Varsity, '46;
Basketball Varsity, '46; Athletic Associa-
tion, '46, '47; Round Table Club, '47;
Hockey Varsity, '47; Sergeant at A;
F. F., '47.
Portia Fincher
.\lexander City, Alabama
Osiron
High School Certificate
MiMi Jill Foddrill
Mitchell, Indiana
X. L.
High School Certificate
The ^rass is green
PR[PS
Anne Frederick
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Athletic Association. '44-'47; Tops, '46;
Beta Club, •46. '47; Penstaff Club, '46,
dent, '47; Senior Class Vice-
President, '47; Le Cercle Francaise, '47.
Mary Theresa Gaines
Omaha, Nebraska
"Terri"
.\nti-Pandora
High School Certificate
Sergeant at .Arms of .Anti-Pandora, '46:
Spanish Club, '46: Boarding Treasurer of
Class, '46; Hockey Varsity, '47; .Art Club
'47.
Nancy Granger
binghamton, new york
Agora
High School Certificate
Marilyn Frederick
St. Louis, Missouri
High School Certificate
Hoine Eco-
Annabel Gayden
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Tops, '43-'47, Second Lieutenant: Secre-
tary of Junior Class, '45; Spanish Club,
'46; Secretary of Round Table Club, '46;
Naiades Club, '47; Athletic .Association,
'47.
Lucy Anne Graves
Nashville, Tennes.see
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Hockey Varsity, '46, '47; Vice-President
of Day Student Council, '46, '47; Secre-
tary of Eccowasin Club, '46, '47.
Neilyn Griggs
A.MARILLO, Texas
Penta Tau
High School Certificate
Treasurer of Class, '47: Round
ub, '46, '47: Chemistry, '47;
Association, '47; Milestones,
Polly Hager
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Athletic Association, '46, '47.
.\NN Guthrie
Pinesville, Kentucky
A. K.
High School Certificate
Dorothy Hailey
Nashville. Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Barbara Ann Hall
Campbellsville, Kentucky
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '46, '47.
Ann Hamilton
Nashville, Tennessee
High School Certificate
Round Table Club,
Class, '46; Penstaff
dent, '47.
Judy Harris
East Lansing, Michigan
TriK
High School Certificate
Billie Sue Havron
Jasper, Tennessee
High School Certificate
Athletic Association, '47; Spanish Club,
'47; Speech Club, '47.
Virginia Ellen Holt
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Tops, '46; Round Table Club, '46; Ath-
letic Association, '46; Tennis Varsity, '47:
Vice-President of Angkor, '47.
Tops,
Jean Louise Kayko
Jackson, Michigan
Penta Tau
High School Certificate
ish Club, '47; Art Club, '47.
Sara Harris
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Mary Ann Hibbett
Nashville, Tennessee
High School Certificate
Jean Horner
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certifi,
46. Junior Lieutenant; Bowling
•46; Chijnes Staff, '46; Beta Club.
'46, '47, Secretary, '47; Vice-President of
Ariston, '47; French Club. '47; Hockey
Varsity, '47.
Bettye Kate Lechleiter
Nashville. Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
^[ARY Louise Lindsey
Perry, Florida
Thelma McKay
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47.
PiS
Annette Linkon
Centralia, Illinois
Osiron
High School Certificate
Club, 47.
Carolyn McKnight
Crawfordsville, Arkansas
Osiron
High School Certificate
Speech Club, '47; Round Table Club,
'47; Chemistry Club; Music Club, '47;
Hockey Varsity, '47.
Cynthia Mizell
Brentwood, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Secretary of Class, '44; Varsity Baseball,
'46; Tennis Varsity, '46; Athletic Associa-
,
'46, '47; President o£ Ariston Club,
'47; Spanish Club, '47; Beta Club, '47;
Varsity Hockey, '47.
Barbara Nelson
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Agora
High School Certificate
ball Varsity, '46; Swimming Meet
'46; Athletic Association, '46:
Tops, '46, '47; Hockey Varsity, '46, '47;
Naiatles, '46; Swimming Varsity, '47.
Elizabeth Nixon
Franklin, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Beta Club, •45-'47; Hockey Varsity, '47;
Secretary of Class, '47.
Nancy Moncrief
Goodlettsville, Tennessee
High School Certificate
Polly Nelson
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Tops, '44; Sergeant at Arms of Class, '44;
Baseball Varsity, '46; Beta Club, '46, '47;
Spanish Club, '47; Athletic Association,
Nancy Ruth Oakley
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Round Table Club, '45-'47; Tops,
Spanish Club, '47.
GwEN Oliver
Bogota, Colombia
T. C.
High School C.erlijicate
Emmy Lou Peters
Denver, Colorado
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Joanne Hardeman Powers
Henderson, Tennessee
F. F.
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47; Music Club, '47.
Elizabeth Robertson
Franklin, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Mary Elise Runyan
Omaha, Nebraska
Anti-Pandora
High School Certificate
Virginia Margaret Pearson
Nashville, Tennessee
High School Certificate
Speech Club, '46,
Eugenia Carter Pierce
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47.
Virginia Ann Reese
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47.
Lora June Rucker
Mount Vernon, Illinois
Tri K
High School Certificate
Latin Club. '46; Glee Club, '46, Secretary
of Club, '47; Art Club, '47; Round Table
Club, '47.
Some Sunday Morning"
Sallyanna Russell
N.A.SHVILLE, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
'Tis a dirty shame
PiS
Mary Lou SCHMAUSSER
Denver, Colorado
X L.
Higl Scho 7t Certificate
Club, 47.
Sally Jane Schumacher
East Lansing, Michigan
Tri K
High Sclwol Certificate
Joanne Shearman
Wichita, Kansas
Higli School Certificate
timing Varsity. '46; Swimming Mana-
of Athletic Association Board, '47.
Ruby Shirley
Louisville, Alabama
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '47.
Frances Smythe
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Round Table Club, '44, '45; Tops, '45,
'46. First Lieutenant; Spanish Club, '46,
Barbara Southgate
Nashville. Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Florence Elise Stevenson
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
Higli School Certificate
Tops. '43, Second Lie
'46; Athletic Associatii
urer of Angkor Club.
itenant; Art Club,
n, '46, '47; Trcas-
'47.
Mary Ann Sugg
Nashville. Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Beta Club. '45-'47; Treasurer of Ecco-
wasin Club. '46. '47; President of Beta
Club. '46, '47; Athletic Association, '46,
'47; Chemistry Club, '46, '47.
Martha Albertine Sutherland
Trade. Tennessee
"AI"
Anti-Pandora
Higli School Certificate
Spanish Club, '44. '45; Speech Club. '44-
'47; Sergeant at Arms of Anti-Pandora,
'46, '47; Tops, '46, '47. Captain; Presi-
dent of Student Council. '47.
Frankie Ann Taylor
Franklin. Tennessee
Ariston
High Sclwol Certificate
'44. '45; Spanish Club. '46. '47.
Leaves of gold
Marian Elizabeth Tilley
Lebanon. Tennessee
Tri K
High School Certificate
Vice-President of Class, '45: Tops, '45-
•47; Beta Club. '46, '47; Athletic Associa-
tion. '47; President of Student Council,
'47; Hockey Varsity, '47.
Jane Ellen Tye
Harlan, Kentucky
"Jet-
Agora
High School Certificate
Secretary of PenstafF, '46, '47: Hyphen,
'47; Chimes, '47, Secretary; Class Cheer-
leader, '47; Art Club, '47.
Clare Turner
Houston, Texas
High School Certificate
Jean Ward
-Xashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Emily Washington
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Rose Mary Whitaker
Mariann.a Florida
Del Vers
High School Certificate
'45, '46; Art Club, 4B, '47; Span-
lub, '46, '47.
Jane Eleanore Tyne
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Vice-President of Triad, '47.
Kathryn Stark \Varner
Jackson, Tennessee
Osiron
High School Certificate
"Mikado," '47; Music Club, '47.
Mary ,\nn Wheeler
Peoria, Illinois
Agora
High School Certificate
Speech Club, '46, '47; Naiadi
Jo Ann Williams
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Cerlifi.
Spanish Club, '47.
Pfi[PS
Glen Wilson
Marianna, Florida
Agora
High School Certificate
Speech Club, '46;
Mary Catherine Woolwine
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Tops, •43-'43; Round Table Club, '45;
Basketball Varsity, '45; Hockey Varsity,
'45, '46; Sergeant at Arms of Eccowasin,
'46; Baseball Varsity, '46; Spanish Club,
'46, '47; High School Representative of
Day Student Council, '47; Athletic Asso-
ciation, "47.
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PREPARATORY SCHOOL CLASS OFFICERS
First roa'—Mary Ellen McMurray, AttoUee Boynton, Martha Nell
Blackburn. Secotid row—Martha Ann Rogers, Thaniel Armistead,
Sarah Jane Mathes.
JUNIORS
President Sarah Jane Mathes
Vice-President Attallee Boynton
Secretary Martha Ann Rogers
Day Student Treasurer Thaniel Armistead
Boarding Student Treasurer Martha Nell Blackburn
Sergeant at Arms Mary Ellen McMurray
First row—Jane Wilkerson, Martha Evers. Second row—Louise Baird
Margaret Hays.
SOPHOMORES
President Margaret Hayes
Vice-President Helen Long
Secretary Martha Evers
Day Student Treasurer LOUISE BAIRD
Boarding Student Treasurer SUZANNE Smith
Sergeant at Arms JANE Wilkerson
First row—Myrtle Ann Meirs, Jacqueline Anderson, Charlotta Bonner.
Second rorv—Rachel Gardner, Jean Morgan, Jean Hecker.
FRESHMEN
President Rachel Gardner
Vice-President Jacqueline Anderson
Secretaiy Jean Hecker
Day Student Treasurer MYRTLE Ann Meirs
Boarding Student Treasurer CHARLOTTA BONNER
Sergeant at Arms jEAN MORGAN

n

Theory and Mr. Riggs
/;r5f roic—Mr. Dalton, Pat Baker. Dorothy Hodgson, Jean Fay Tliomas, Oragene Willson, Ann Morrison. Betty
Rhea, Dorothy Ann Bradley, Sara Horton, Mary Ellen Captain, Judy Wheeler, Nettie Jean Blake, Frances Alex-
ander, Joan Havilland, Carolyn George, Ann Polk.
Second roa'—Lyn Allday, Florence Johnson, Sara Ann Jones, Joa
Nano- Pippin. Jennie Parr, Hattie Ruth Cole, Nancy Davis, An
Myra Maupin. L. L. Jones, Barbara Phillips, Clara Robida, Ele^
Michelson, Nona Brumback, Valerie Nickelson,
Penn, Joy Clay, Lou Chambers, Carolyn Moody,
or Pershing.
Third rou—Marie Bergh. Joella Blache, Molly Shanks, Nancy Broyles, Laura Hambaugh, Steve Ann Akin, Camille
Hancock, Peggy Elliott, Barbara Benson, Sophie Gounos, Jackie Betz, Mary Jo Warren, Virginia Moore, Betty Joe
Crews, Carolyn Henderson.
ft
The choir which furnished the
j.g^.gj-gj-j( music for our Wednesday
devotionals will be remembered for
its Christmas and Spring programs.
Not only did they give campus pro-
grams, but the group also made sev-
eral tours during the year. Mr.
Sydney Dalton directed this tal-
ented group, and Mr. F. Arthur
Henkel was the accompanist.
WAftfl-fifLMDNl GINfONItUA
Although the newly organized \Vard-Belmont Sinfonictta presented its first program only this year, it obtained a
rightful position as one of the outstanding musical groups on the campus. This all-girl ensemble, under the direction
of Mr. Kenneth Rose, was heard with the choral group at the Christmas program and again at a concert given in the
Spring.
A
mm UM socitiy
For the past six years, the Chamber Music Society has given concerts of classical music. This group of advanced
music students and gifted artists followed the tradition of Ward-Belmont this year by presenting its annual concert
in the North Front Auditorium. Under the leadership of Mr. Kenneth Rose, Director of the Department of Violin
at Ward-Belmont, the members of this organization have been given the opportunity of performing the great mas-
terpieces in an appropriate setting.
First row—Patricia Sullivan, Mary McKinley, Judy Harris, June Rucker, Carol Butters, Attollee Bo\nton. Frances
Richardson, Carolyn Mansfield, Virginia Berry, Ann Crockett Knox.
Second row—Barbara Berrien, Martha Nell Blackburn, Donna Irwin, Rosemary Stillwell, Rebecca Skidmore, Kath-
rine Manier, Mary Olert, Margaret Petrass, Mary Hutchins, Jean Young, Eve Balloff, Nanc>' Moncrief, Anne Rich,
Sue Swinford.
ELtt
For the second year the High
School Glee Club, under the direc-
tion of Miss Marilyn Redinger,
contributed to the success of the
Christmas Program by its many
varied and beautiful musical selec-
tions. The group also took part in
the Musical Festival held for Nash-
ville and surrounding cities.
OFFICERS
President Sue Swinford
Secrelarx-Treasurer Donna Irwin
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Singing in the Thanksgiving and
Christmas programs, accompanying
I he choir on its Spring trip, and
directing the singing of grace in
the dining room, were only a few
of the many contributions by the
College Octet to Ward-Belmont.
This is a select group of singers
chosen for their outstanding musi-
cal ability. They are directed by
Miss Marilyn Redinger.
Martha Jo Furr, Jennie Parr, Molly Shanks, Nancy Broyles, Peggy Elliott, Ruth Ma
Elizabeth Hart, Nancy Pippin, Miss Redinger.
; Walls, Steve Ann Akin, Mary
n
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Monday or Thursday night . . .
at these times Director Pat Rhine
has called together her fellow swing
and sweet artists in one of those
long sessions which made Captiva-
lors this year one of the most pop-
ular and versatile musical organi-
zations. By furnishing the music
for several chapel programs, the
Halloween banquet, the annual
Valentine dinner, the Captivators
made such a hit that they will be
long remembered by every W.-B.
girl who enjoyed both their hot
and sweet varieties.
Leader: Pat Rhine,
Sponsor: Miss Ryder.
Vocalists: Peggy Elliott, Camille Hancock.
Members: Martha Jo Furr, Dot Frank,
Judy Wheeler. Dorothy Hodgson, Audrey
Dye, Marilyn Stark. Mintie Cantrell, Sara
Horton, Joy Clay. Nancy Pippin, Virginia
.Satterfield, Mary .\nn Burton, Pat Baker,
Pat Tanton, Mary Frances Doolin.
Fhil rou)-Martha Jo Furr, Pat Rhine, Mary Frances Doolii
Burton, Nancy Pippin, Peggy Elliot, Camille Hancock.
Second row—Dot Hodgson, Dot Frank, Judy Wheeler.
Sfand/ng-Marilyn Stark, Audrey Dye, Mintie Cantrell, Sadie Horton, Joy Clay.
Ryder, Virginia Satterfield, Pat Baker, Mary An
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The Music Club is a new organ-
ization on the campus this year.
It is composed of all conservatory
students and serves as an organized
group to further projects such as
the selling of tickets for "The Mi-
kado" and entertaining visiting
performers. Congratulations to
Dean Irwin and the music students
for organizing an interestingly in-
tegrated club.
First row;—Carolyn Moody, Nell Abberger, Kathy Barfield, Mary Jo Warren, Alice Black, Molly Shanks, Mary Ellen
Captain, Mary McKinley, Vivian Boyson, Joan Powers.
Second rou'—Tessie Angclini, Mamie Meriweather, Gloria Dandridge, Ruth McCoy, Betty Lou Miller, Ann Penn,
Val Nichclson, Barbara Phillips, Pat Rhine, Joella Blache.
Third rou'—Margaret Petrass. Virginia Smith, Betty Joe Crews, Eleanor Hurst, Nancy Myres, Joy Clay, Caraille Han-
cock, Peggy Elliott, Hattye Ruth Cole, Jenny Parr.
Fourlli rom-Ere Baloft, Annette Linkon, Mary Olive Walls, Carolyn McKnight, Emily Finkles, Virginia Satterfield,
Rebecca Skidmore, Nancy Davis, Bess Hoover, Carolyn Jaye Hewill.
Fifth rou'—Betty Buckner, Patricia Brooks, Laura Hambaugh, Ruth Marie Walls, Anne Greenlee, Joycelyn Johnson,
Nancy Rogier, Gwen Oliver, Katheryn Warner.
Sixtit row—Myrtle Ann Meirs, Betty Ann Graves, Marie Bergh, Dorothy Hodgson, Julia Theorotus, Joan Fergus.
Sei'ettlh roiy—Barbara Morrison, Nona Brumback, Ann Kennedy, Marilyn Koehler, Valerie Vannatter, Steve Ann
Akin, Frances Alexander, Martha Jo Furr.
Eighth roif-Frances Stabler, Ann Polk, Carolyn George.
OFFICERS
President MOLLV SHANKS
rice-President STEVE ANN Akin
Secretarv Peggy Elliott
Treasurer Pat Rhine
Sponsor DEAN IRWIN
\ \ / /
"Grand Finale"
Katisha approaches Three little maids
The musical talents of Ward-Belmont and Castle Heights Military Academy combined to produce a most colorful
and entertaining Gilbert and Sullivan comic operetta, "The Mikado." The presentation was under the direction of
Dean Alan Irwin of the school conservatory and Mrs. J. H. Kremer, director of the Castle Heights Glee Club.
"The flowers that bloom in the spring, tra la"
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5ea(ed—Ann Brumley, Mary Ann Jones, Jane Faulk, Jackie Wood, Jackie Koon, Barbara Phillips, Judy Wheeler.
Standing—?^X. McGauly, L. L. Jones, Betty Joe Crews, Harviette Ashley, Jane Harte.
PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL
S. C. has the spotlight The gala openi7ig of the "Chatter Box"
BOARDING STUDENT COUNCIL
"Student Government" was a much heard word on the campus this year.
With the new induction of the Merit System came a complete reorganization of
the staff, work, and purpose of the Council, and this in turn brought about a
more complete form of Student Government.
The Council tried to stress the "positive" rather than the "negative" this
year by attempting to fulfill its purpose to the fullest degree — that of being the
student's link with the administration — and it was successful in most of its
attempts. Not only did this organization instigate the Saturday afternoon "Tea
Dances" and Sunday afternoon "Open Houses," but it sponsored the night
opening of the "Chatterbox."
Also, this year the Council worked hand in hand with all the various organ-
izations on the campus, taking their problems before the Administration.
We may truly say that the Student Council accomplished a great deal for the
students this year.
OFFICERS
President JACKIE WOOD
Vice-President. Maky Elizabeth Rensford
Secretary -Treasurer Catherine Bull
Chapel Proctors: Nancy Pippin, Challie
Thornton.
HOUSE PRESIDENTS
Pembroke Hall: RUTH MARIE WALLS, PAT
Rhine.
Hail Hall: Nancy Fuller, Mary Lou Mar-
tin.
Fidelity Hall: PAT BAKER, VIRGINIA PULLEN. Jackie Wood, President
Seatedy left to right—Catherine Bull, Jackie Wood, Mary Elizabeth Rensford.
SMndifig-Pat Rhine, Riuli Marie Walls, Barbara Dunn, Betty Buffalo, Katherine An
Vaughn, Mintie Cantrell, Mary Lou Martin, Ann Lessig.
Smith. Challie Thornton, Laddie Harton, Ann Leigne, Peggy Blowers, Billie
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Left In right—PoUy Nelson, Jean Ward. Dot Hailey, Luc\ Ann t.raves, Marv CUUheiine \\ oolwi
DAY STUDENT COUNCIL
Dot Haili:v. President
AVorking with the Boarding Student Council this year, the Day Student
Coimcil has formed a connecting link between day students and boarders. This
was particularly effective in the Orientation program staged last fall.
i This organization has effectively discharged its duties this year and has helped
much in stri\ing for and maintaining school spirit.
President Dot Hailey
Vice-President Lucv Ann Graves
Secretary Jean Ward
High SrhonI Reliresenlntive . . i\(arv Catherine Woolwine
PfitPARAIORY GOARDIIG GlUOtil COUICIL
The Prep Student Council has as usual maintained
its capability and efficient democratic governing system
here on the campus. Under the leadership of Marian
Tilly the first semester and Albertine Sutherland the
second semester, the Council not only acted as a gov-
erning agency, but also as an interpreter of school
rules.
President. First Semester Marion Tilley
President. Second Semester ALBERTINE Sutherland
Vice-President. First Semester Sally Schumacher
]'ice-President, Second Semester Jlt-L Foddrill
Secretary-Treasurer, First Semester Hardwick Newton
Secretary-Treasurer, Second Semester Ann Nicks
Chapel Proctor, First Semester Judy Harris
Chapel Proctor, Second Semester Evelyn Abrams
Marion Tilley and Albertine Sutherland, Presidents
Sealed, left to W/f/i^—Hardwick Newton. Sally Schumarher, Marion Tilley, Albertin e Sutherland. An
Standing—'E\e\yn Abrams, Charlotta Bonner, Alice Fisher.
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Seated-Jean Gill, Maryjane Hooper. Virginia Englett, Nancy Moss, Molly Shanks.
Standing—Anne Bumgardner, Barbara Allen. Miss Wilder, Barbara Simon, Peggy Johnston. Beverly Stevens, Carol Crosby.
]UU^ 10 ]U I I C. A
BOBBV Allex, President
For those rip-roaring parties in the gym with cokes and doughnuts, jitterbug-
ging and skits. "Night and day" they have added to the campus spirit with
fun like the King and Queen of Hearts and a good feeling way down deep by
having us give to drives like the W. S. S. F.
We aren't the only people who want to thank the "Y." Those at the Crip-
pled Children's Home, the wonderful people at the Old Ladies' Home, the
soldiers at Camp Campbell, and many others will be saying THANKS TO THE
"Y" for a long time to come for the wonderful work they have done.
THANKS TO THE Y. W. C. A., who gave to you the memories of Sunday
evening vespers that break the rush of W.-B. life for a few minutes to give a
serene inspiration and realization of our many blessings. We thank you for
those talks that have made our aims more clear and our happiness more sincere,
and for showing us how to combine doing good and seeing the fun in life.
OFFICERS
President Barbara Allen
Vice-President ANNE BUMGARDNER
Secretary CAROL CROSBY
Treasurer Beverly Stevens
Sponsor Miss Suzanne Wilder
Cabinet Members: Jean Gill, Molly Shanks, Nancy Moss, B.\rbara Simon, Maryjane
Hooper, Charlotte Sutton, Virginia Englett. Peggy Johnston.
I MINGS uu umnm
To turn the pages of your college annual. You re-
live the brisk fall days, the feel of cold snow crashing
against your face, and the glorious spring days when
sports abound and days become too short.
There are those who made this possible, the ones
who followed photographers to far corners of the
campus, and ones who spent endless hours combining
related thoughts.
A year of tea dances, club parties, and loads of
campus fun along with the memorable ringing of the
chimes, the sound of the organ at chapel, May Day,
and streaming tears in June . . . these are the things
they brought together in one small volume with hopes
that in years to come there would be remaining a fond
remembrance of those W.-B. days.
MILESTONES STAFF
Editor Kay VanNortwick
Associate Editor CAROLYN HENDERSON
Business Managers ANN Bumgardner, Julia McHenry
Managing Editors Betty Bl'ckner, Betty Smith
Managing Assistant Margaret Ann Webster
Literary Editors SHEILA Kennard, Jane Erwin,
Jackie Wood, Lois Buford
Art Editors Kathy Barfield, Bettye Johnson
Art Assistant Barbara Simon
Prep School Representative Neilyn Griggs
Photographic Assistant JANICE Lebenstein
Sponsor Polly Fessey
Kay VanNortwick, Editor
Sealed, left to riglit-J^ckie Wood, Betty Buckner, Jane Erwin, Carolyn Henderson, Kay VanNortwick. Julia McHenry, Betty Smith, Sheila Kennard.
Standing— Polly Fessey. Barbara Simon, Kathr\n Barfield, Bettye Johnson. Lois Buford, Ann Bumgardner.
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Stated on floor, left to ng/?/—Jackie Koon, Sue Carson, Eileen Springstun, Virginia Davis.
Seated, second rou'—Marilyn Parnell, Peg Clough, Muriel Fisher, Sheila Kennard, Frances Ne
Seated, third rou'—June Brown, Maryjane Hooper, Pat McGauley. Pat Rhine, Sara Ann Jone
5Mnrf/ng—Catherine Bull, Bess Benson, Nancy Fuller, Judy Wheeler, Betty Whitehead, Barbar
I'port, Joyce Armitag"e, Jane Erwin.
, Lynn AUday, Rustie Kelly, Marilyn Flynn
I Dunn, Janet Young, Betty Neil Shepperd.
CDMt lUHDIiy NIGHI
The publications office is a madhouse of inches, cokes, and funnies. The prevailing noises are jerking typewriters
and hysterical giggles as the staff writes inches and pauses for a preview reading of "Mehitabel Says." Somehow
through the bedlam Editor Newport knows exactly what is going on and guides the inches into our ever-beloved
Hyphen.
Comes Tuesday night, the staff gets together and puts the Ward-Belmont week into words; the events, accom-
plishments, history, and the fun.
The Hyphen belongs to every girl on the campus, and every girl on the campus says — "Hats off to Hyphen!"
Editor Frances Newport
Associate Editor Joyce Armitace
Business Manager Marilyn Parnell
Assistant Editor Betty Neil Shepperd
Literary Editor MARYJANE Hooper
News Editor Virginia Davis
Feature Editor JANE Erwin
Music Editor PAT RHINE
Sjioils Editors MARILYN Flynn, First Semester;
Beverly ^[ooRE. Nancy Moss
Cartoonists JUNE BROWN, Pat McGauley.
Barbara Benson, Janice Lebenstein
Circulation Manager Judy Wheeler
Assistant Circulation Manager Betty Whitehead
Sponsor Miss Polly Fessey
Columnists Eileen Springstun, Susan Carson,
Sheila Kennard, Nancy Lou Fuller, Peggy Clough,
Marion Frederick, Jane Ellen Tye
News Iln/eii and Tyj>isls Jackie Koon,' Betsy Holton,
Catherine Bull, Barbara L)unn, Catherine Kelly, Sara
Jones, Marilyn Allday, Janet Young, Jan Denham,
Marilyn Stark, Virginia Engleit, Caroline Lowe.
Frances Newport, Editor
CWIMEG MtniNG
"Monday night; please be there!" And with this notice, the literary and
art staffs of the campus magazine gathered in "the office" to read and re-read,
make serious and humorous comments, reject and accept contributions, and bit
by bit collect the writings which would become another issue of Chimes. They
desperately and enthusiastically planned contests, gleefully enacted chapel pro-
grams, criticized back issues, and resolved to make the next "the BEST," and
waited and watched anxiously for reactions to the completed product of their
efforts.
But behind the laughing, smoking, and caustic comments of these literary
geniuses lay the realization that they were, in their way, performing a service for
Ward-Belmont and its students, both present and future. In the three annual
issues of Chimes put out by the 1947 staff, they endeavored to preserve the awak-
ening imagination, the youthful ideas which form an integral part of the life
of every college student.
STAFF
Editor Sheila Kennard
Review Editor Marion Frederick
Poetry Editor Camille Hancock
Exchange Editor Eileen Springstun
Business Manager Nancy Fuller
Faculty Advisers Mrs. Pauline Smith
Mrs. Ruth Taylor
ARTISTS
Editor June Brown
Margaret Ann Webster, Jane Harte,
Elaine Craig, Pat McGauly, Barbara
Benson.
STAFF MEMBERS
Jane Ellen Tve, Frances Newport, Mar-
jORiE Gilmore, Susan Hoyt, Barbara
Needs.
Sheila Kennard, Editor
Seated, left to right—Bess Benson, Eileen Springstun, Frances Newport, Sheila Kennard, Jane Harte, Camille Ha
Standing-MnTjoiie Gilmore, Barbara Needs, Jane Ellen Tye, Elaine Craig, Nancy Fuller, Sue Hoyt.
ck, Margaret Ann Webster, Marion Fredc
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"Publications, publications
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One of the mot outstanding organizations on the campus is Phi Theta
Kappa, an honorary scholastic society open to students in junior colleges. Initia-
tions are held twice a year. Scholastic achievement and citizenship are the
standards by which the students are chosen. This organization, which strives
to promote scholarship, develop character, and cultivate fellowship, requires the
maintenance of a B average from its members.
The Delta Xi chapter on the campus has, as an annual project, the compilation
of "Who's Where," an address book of students, faculty, and staff. This year
Judy Wheeler, the president, attended the Phi Theta Kappa Convention in
Wichita Falls, Texas, as the Ward-Belmont delegate. This was the first year
the school had been represented.
OFFICERS
President JUDV Wheei.er
Vice-President Mary Lou Martin
Treasurer JEANNE Bryant
Secretary Barbara Hanson
Sponsor DEAN Charles I>. Hogarth
Judy Wheeler, President
Members are: Barbara Hanson, Jeanne Bryant, Sheila Kennard, Jacquelyn Koon, Betty
Latham, Mary Louise Martin, Frances Newport, Betty Neil Shepperd, Kay VanNortwick, Pat
Wagoner, Grace Joy Waldrop, ]ndy Wheeler, Jacquelyn Wood, Thelma Lee Back, Patzie Simon-
sen, Betsy Horner, Patricia Rhine, Ruth McCoy, Ruth Marie Walls, Harriette .Ashley, Lena
Mistretta, Marilyn Parnell, Patsy Stamper, Eileen Springstun, June Michelson, Jackie Mebius,
Beverly Alyce Moore, Jean Byram Ratliff, Challie Thornton, Margaret Boylin, Susan Hoyt,
Barbara Richard, Barbara Needs, .Ann Greenlee, Myra Maupin, Nancy Davis, Nancy Moss, Eve
Martin, Jane Louise Boone, Mary Jo Harrod, Dolores Koleszar, Cynthia Hoyt, Sue Scherer, Gayle
Jennings, Ann Wilson, Mary Ann Burton, Marjorie Gilmore, Charlene Prichard, Bettie White-
head, and Betty Witt.
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First ro!D—Nancy Moss, Betty Steed, Lennie Lavigne, Pat Stamper.
Sealed—Mary Korty, Pat Wagoner, Jane Harte, Ann Frederick, Joanne Shearman.
S(07iWing—Marilyn Flynn, Shirley Worthington, Challie Thornton, Virginia Englett, Margaret Frogge, Mary Catherine Woolwine.
AinniC ASSOCIAIiOl
The Athletic Association set out to promote their purpose of comradeship, good sportsmanship, and fair play by
enhancing the love of sports on the campus. Comradeship grew with the fall bonfire and annual party; sportsman-
ship was highlighted liy the active supervision of sports by their officers; and fair play was firmly established
throughout the season by the leadership of Jane Harte, president, and by the guidance and understanding of Miss
Catherine Morrison, sponsor.
Active members are those who make one varsity or who obtain three club letters. Members are taken in at the
end of each sport season.
OFFICERS
President JANE HARTE
Vice-President June Michelson
Secretary \NN FREDERICK
Treasurer I'AT WAGONER
General Manager MARION DoPKE
Jane Harte, President
JEIA CLUfi
President Mary Ann Sugg
-Vice-President Ann Rich
Secretary Jean Horner
Treasurer Jean Ward
Sponsor Mrs. Ottarson
Those girls who excel in leader-
ship and scholarship in the Pre-
paratory School are rewarded by
becoming a member of the Beta
Club, one of the national organi-
zations on the Ward-Belmont cam-
pus. Once a month they meet to
discuss and plan their activities,
which include a Red Cross bridge
party and a contribution to the
National Education Fund. They
also participate in the Beta Club
convention each March.
First row—Joanne Geny, Polly Nelson, Ann Crockett Knox, Dot Hailey.
Second rom—Ann Frederick, Betty Marshall, Mary Ann Sugg, Jean Horner, Sara Mathes, Ottollee Boynton, Marian Tilley.
Third roa)-Cynthia Mizell, Mary Ellen McMurray, Eveline Gregory, Irene Potter, Mrs. Ottarson, Eve Balloff, Jean
Ward, Martha Ann Gambill, Julia Edwards.
PtMSIAff CLUG
OFFICERS
President .ANN Frederick
Vice-President .\NN HAMILTON
Secretary-Treasurer Jane Ellen Tye
In order to promote interest in
creative writing and to gain a deep-
er appreciation of literature, the
Penstaff Club has been organized.
The prospecti\c members of this
preparatory school club are chosen
by the compositions they submit.
Several highlights of the year are
the Penstatt dinner in the Fall, at
which the ne^v members are se-
lected, and a picnic held in the
Spring.
First roa'-Ann Rich, Dorothy Hailey, Dudley Brown, Joan Hayes, Jeanne ,\utret.
Second row—Ann Frederick, Jane Ellen Tye, Mrs. Reese, Sponsor; Ann Hamilton.
Tiiird rou;—Carol Woolwine, Caroline Lowe, Martha Ann Rodgers, Thaniel Armif
Miller, Gayle Ann .\rieux, Judy Merrick, Lucy Buford.
ead, Joanne Geny, Susan
One of the most stimulating
events of the month is the regular
meeting of the Round Table Club.
Thought -provoking speeches are
made by the members of the panel,
followed by interesting questions
from the members of the club.
This organization, in its third suc-
cessfid year, has done more than
any other organization on the cam-
pus to interest the student body in
civic and world affairs.
OFFICERS
President DiCKY WHARTON
Vice-President CAROLYN Harmening
Secretary LoiS BoONE
Treasurer Annabel Gayden
J Sponsor Miss Vera Hay
First rou'—Grace Harding, Josephine Pritchett, Gloria Davitt, Becky Hatchett, Martha Durham, Mary Lou Galloway, Mary
Hutchins, Judy Larry, Miss Hodgson, Sponsor; Miss Brooks, Sponsor; Jane Irwin, Mintie Cantrell, Meredith Golden, Mary
Ann Jones.
Second rou-—Dicky AVharton, Virginia Holt. Frances Martin, Xell Smith, Nancy Pippin, Rosemary Stillwell, Neilyn Griggs,
Helen Long, Martha Ann Rogers, Betty Ingham, Shirley Worthington, Doris Tucker, Laurel Cuff, Ann Hamilton, Ann
Rich, Caroline Lowe, Judy AVheeler, Pat Stamper, Shirley Shultz.
Third roii'—Nancy Oakley, Annabel Gayden, Jean Guttman, Marilyn Smith. Nancy Boudeman, Bonnie Dean, Fannette
Sommer, Louise Boone, Mary Louise Mackie, Eleanor Holder.
mu\m CLue
OFFICERS
President PAT WAGONER
Vice-President Norma Rudolph
Secretary ANN GUTHRIE
Treasurer Thelma Back
Sponsors MRS. Mathias, Miss Neal,
Dr. Morrow
The Chemistry Club offers a
wonderful opportunity for students
interested in either modern or prac-
tical branches of science. Member-
ship is open to all analytical and
organic chemistry students. Two
students are chosen from each gen-
eral and preparatory class.
Funds for the club are raised by
selling laboratory aprons. Club
demonstrations, guest speakers, and
informal parties for the students
and faculty of Ward-Belmont fos-
ter general interest.
front row-Pal Wagoner, Thelma Back, Catherine Bull, Virginia Englett.
Second ro!u—Sally Flowers, Ann Guthrie, Carolyn McKnight, George .'Vnn Campbell.
Third row-Mrs. Mathias, Martha Faulkner, Helen Schreibei. Kathleen Lyter, Neilyn Griggs.
Fourth row—Miss Neal, Dr. Morrow, Norma Rudolph, Beverly Stevens.
CLU
OFFICERS
President PEGGY Johnson
Vice-President Ann SQUIRES
Secretary MARY Lou Martin
Home Economics attained a live-
ly new position on the campus
which was due in part to the active
work of their club. During the
year the Home Economics Club
sponsored style shows, displays of
various types, and noted guest
speakers. This club is a synthesis
of the divisions of the Home Eco-
nomics Department. Their activi-
ties are numerous, all specializing
and personalizing for the belles of
Ward-Belmont.
First roa;—Pat Stamper, Martha Woodmansee, Marilyn Frederick, Jane Basham, Helen White, Dot Hoback.
Second rou'—Oragene Willson, Frances Stabler, Billie Hennard, Marilyn Hano\er, Marilyn Whitney, Sue Schierberg, Margaret
Ann Christian.
Third row—Mrs. Sargent, Mrs. Walker. Carol Jean Robinson, Laura Hambaugh, Maxine King, Betty Shumpert, Helen
Schreiber, Patsy Patee, Mary' Lou Martin, Peggy Johnson, Ann Squires, LaVerne Parris, Tessic Angelini, Ann Kennedy.
Fourth rou'—Barbara Hanson. Bobby Starr, Marcia Throckmorton, Marie Pender, Marge Andrews, Sara Malahny, Betty
McWilliams, Ruth Anne Daniels, Madeline Terry, Aida De Leon, Lennie La\igne, Glen Wilson, Jane Branson, Shirley
Shepard, Grant Taylor, Peg Clough, Cathy Lyter, Ann Badger, Pat Cheek, Marilyn Flynn.
Fifth rou;—Nell Smith, Mary Carpenter, GIo Colee, Dolores Kolezar. Joan Fergus, Jan Stratton, Betty Belew, Mary Korty,
Jean Fay Thomas. Jane Gladden.
MI CLUfi
OFFICERS
President Betsy Horner
Vice-President Genevieve Wolfe
Secretan' Joan FERGUS
Treasurer Suzanne Zeek
Sponsor Miss Mary Shackleford
The art majors of Ward-Belmont
have joined their interests in one
of the most cultural clubs on the
campus. Throughout the year this
organization aspires to forward in-
terest and understanding by bring-
ing exhibits of paintings by well-
known contemporary painters to
\\^ard-Belmont as well as showing
their own work in the spring.
First roa^—Bernice Dobbs, Becky Brock, Virginia .\nn Reese, Nancy Denny, Marilyn Dawson, Janet Pierce, Mary Mitchell,
Jane Harte, Beyerly Smith, Betsy Horner.
Second row-Gene\ie\e Wolfe, Georgia Hall, Dorothy Maxwell, Adele Lipsev, Beyerly Wallace. Joyce Michelson, Miss
Shackleford, Mrs. Sutherland, Ann Tyree, Svea Ogg.
Third roiu—Marcia Speiry, Katherine Dean, Katherine Smyth, Rosemary Whitaker, .\nne Canterbury, Sally Powers, Dolores
Thoman, Pat Dredge, Joan Hays, Betty Belew, Pat Negley.
Fourth roiu—Laura Hambaugh, Betty Buffalo, Kathleen Rine, Mary Gaines, Mary Runyan. Vivien Boysen, Barbara Boy-
sen, Lois Anne Stevens, Mary Young, Judy Harris, June Rucker.
Fifth row—Mary Riggs, Julia McHenry, Elaine Craig, Grace Waldrop, Nan Hagan, Margaret Long, Sue Hoyt, Cynthia
Hoyt, Jean Kayko, Jane Ellen Tye.
Sixth row-Pal Gauly, Sue Zeek. Betty Latham, Joycelyn Johnson, Merle Izard., Judy Phipps, George Ann Campbell,
Jane Martin, Jane Gladden, Mary Galloway, Joan Fergus.
5M;iding—Joanne Buckner, Wayne Hammond, Ruth Ann Daniels, Barbara Hundall, Pattv Frizzell, Carolyn Harrill.
The German Club is composed
of second-year German students
and has as its sponsor Dr. Roche-
dieu. This ckib meets to enlighten
its members on everyday aspects of
one of the world's most important
languages. At the Christmas party,
students read the Christmas story
from a German Bible and sang car-
ols in the German tongue. Through
the e meetings students learned and
came to understand more than ever
before the customs, language, and
traditions of old Germany.
First roil—Mar\- Cooper, Marilyn Tilly, Thelma Back, Dr. Rochedieu, Patzie Simonsen.
Standing—G\oTi!i Dandridge, Sadie Horton, Marjorie Quiring, Rosemary Wallace, Myra Maupin, Ruth Marie Walls, Diane
Bellinger, Jean Ratliff.
OFFICERS
President HELEN Keith
Vice-President PAT Rhine
Secretary-Treasurer Carolyn Casto
Sponsor Dr. Givins
Le Cercle Francaise opens its re-
union every month with the singing
of the "Marseilles." The meetings
consist of interesting lectures on
French life and customs and the
singing of French folk songs. The
club's aim for the year has been to
aid the desolate people of France
by gifts and money through French
Relief.
First row—Juliet Ward, Frances Harton, Anne Carpenter, Paula Rudolph, Dorothy Bradlev , Rebecca Skidmore. Nettie
lean Blake, Margaret Burkley, Beverly Smith, Janice Roberts, Louise Baird.
Second row-Mary Ann Hibbitt, Julia McHenry, Jean Horner, Betty Joe Crews, Pat Rhine. Betlv Biickner, Carol™ Casto,
Jo Betty Lingle. Mary Elaine Craig, ludv Felt, .Vlarv Ellen Harper, Carolyn Henderson, Jovce Armitage.
Third row-Miss Louise Green, Dr. Mary Givins, Sue Scherer, Grace Harding, LaVernc Parris. Marv Louise Galloway,
Shirley Worthington. Mary Louise Mackie, Lois Ann Stevens, Betty Lee Miller, Jackie Koon. Barbara Bahr. Barbara Hud-
nali. Louise Boone. L. L. Jones, Martha Clark.
Fourlh rou>-Bobbic Starr. Barbara Richard. Carolyn Harrill, Patty Ann Frizzell, Sue Dell Breser. Marianne Stanlev. Jane
.Martin. Betty Smith, Clemmie Everly. Margaret Thompson, Nancy Cooper. Caroline Lowe. Marilyn Miller. Barbara Mor-
rison, Mary Mitchell. Helen Keith, Ann Frederick. Marilyn Pamell, Jane Erwin. Dorothy Yearwood. Mary Jo Harrod.
spyiSH an
Under the sponsorship of Mr.
Thomas Donner and Dr. Mary
Givens, the college Spanish Club
has this year carried on its con-
structive activities with greater
enthusiasm than ever. Its members
have decidedly enjoyed the varied
programs of Spanish music and lec-
tures given by Spanish-American
students enrolled here in Ward-
Belmont, together with delicious
dinners served at the different club
houses. Founded for the advance-
ment of interest in and knowledge
of the Spanish language, peoples,
and customs, this organization has
fulfilled its aims and gives promise
of continuing to do so.
OFFICERS
President Frances Harris
Vice-President PEGGY BLOWERS
Secretaiy Dorothy Maxwell
Piiblirity Joycelyn Johnson
First row—Betty Buckr
Laura Ann Thompson
Ann Tyree, Anne Greenlee, Ruth McCoy, Frances Harris, Patsy McCrea, Julia Theoharatos,
Brumback, Mable Louise Durrett, Virginia Davis, Hattye Ruth Cole, Bertie Hinman, Mr. Donner, Car-Second row-
olyn Reece, Billie Vaughn, Ann Squires, Connie Kaufman, Anne Lessig, Mary Swinford
Third row—Hue Hoyt, Nan Hagan, Joycelyn Johnson, Dorothy Maxwell, Sally Flowers. Sheila Kennard, Mary Ann JoneS;
Judy Wheeler. Betty Rhea, Muriel Fisher, Bette Pierce, Catherine Bull, Eleanor Pershing, Harriette Ashley, Jackie Collins,
Lou Chambers. Betty Lloyd Martin. Pat Brooks, Katherine Smith. Hazel Moore, Cynthia Hoyt.
McKay, Betty Bell, Jo
Mizeil, Joanne Powers, Polly Nelson, Margaret Blair, T
c Williams, Jean Kayko,
Spencer, Sponsor; Jean
PftEPAftAIOfty
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OFFICERS
President Betty Bell
Vice-President BETTY Sue Corley
Secretarx -Treasurer Joanne Powers
Sponsor Mrs. Frank Spencer
Composed of those students of
the Ward-Belmont Preparatory
School who are interested in extra-
curricular work on the Spanish
language, the Spanish Club met
once each month and enjoyed var-
ied programs and ikits. Their in-
teresting meetings were often com-
plemented by delicious picnics and
dinners served in Spanish style and
atmosphere. .Among their projects
for the year were the learning of
Spanish songs and the piopagation
of interest in the club among the
underclass members.
Third rou'-Mary Catherine Woolw ine. Laurel CufF, Glen Wilson, Billie Sue Havron, Virginia Ann Reese, Marilyn Fred-
rick, Nancy Dee Hearn. Sally Schumacher, Bernice Dobb, Barbara Hall, Eugenia Pierce, Becky Brock, Virginia Lee Smith,
Ruby Shirley, Rosemary Whitaker. Barbara Boyson.
D r
"Brief Music"
Christmas, '47
DtPHIMtN
The Speech Department brings to each student many pleas-
urable hours of artistic presentations, which make such seasons
as Christmas and Easter more meaningful. The plays at these
times are products of the two classes and are directed by Miss
Catherine Winnia, head of the department, with Miss Sherry
Hanbury as assistant. The Shakespearean creation at the close
of the year is a final highlight of the year's work.
The Speech Club is an integral part of dramatics on the
campus. In the fall they gave "Brief Music," a delightful play
on college life. At monthly meetings many interesting speakers
and programs were enjoyed.
OFFICERS
President Mary Ann Jones
Vice-President Meredith Golden
Secretary Betty Hall Shepherd
Historian LaVerne McCann
First rou'—Miss Catherine Winnia, Mary A
herd, Shirley Nichols, Clare Caldwell.
Second roa»—Lena Mistretta, Benn
Jones, Meredith Golden, Betty Hall Shep-
Cannon, Carolyn McKnight, Clare Robida, Betty
Third roa;—Marilyn Allday, Sara Ann Jones, Virginia Davis, Mabel Durrett.
Fourth row—Margaret Ann Webster, Betty Neil Shepperd, Kay VanNortwick, Beverley
Berno, Mary Jean Magruder.
Daily interludes
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ONE, TWO, THREE— STICKS
Ignoring the chilly afternoons and the pouring rain,
the hockey enthusiasts played their games with friendly
competition and keen skill. Club teams rose many morn-
ings for extra practices, and after a brilliant showing by
all the clubs Tri K and Osiron were left on the field to
battle for the cup. Osiron at last broke the persistent
playing of the Tri K Club and won the hockey cup for
their club. The same afternoon the Angkors won the
Day Club cup.
Bringing the hockey season to a close, the Seniors
defeated the Senior-Mids, and the Senior Preps did
equally as well by winning a victory over the Junior
Preps. Class spirit and sportsmanship shone highly
throughout the season.
DAY PREP BOARDING COLLEGE
VARSITY PREP VARSITY
Julia Edwards Martha Blackburn Alma Edmonds
Betty Gant Jane Branson Faith Chalmers
Joanne Geny Dorothy Evans Virginia Englett
Lucy Graves Mary Gaines Mary E. Harte
Jean Horner Carolyn McKnight Audrey Horst
Dorothy Hailey Sara Jane Mathes Ann Lindgren
Edna Gene Little Margaret Petrass Peggy Pittman
Cynthia Mizell Marion Tilley Pat Tanton
Elizabeth Nixon Mary Olive Walls Kay VanNortwick
Jean Ward Martha Durham Pat Wagoner
Mary C. Woolwine Barbara Nelson Jackie Wood
HOCKEY VARSITY—SENIORS
Seated, left to righ t-Audre V Horst, Peggy Pittman, Kay VanNortwick, Pat
Wagoner, Ann Lindgren, Jackie Wood.
Standing—CbaWie Thornton, Faith Chalmers, Snappy Engl tt. Alma Edmonds,
Pat Tanton.
\t it A
HOCKEY—PREP DAY VARSITY
Kneeliiig-]e:m Horner, Elizabeth Nixon, Mar>' Catherine Woolwine, Betty Gant, Dot Hailey.
Standing-JuMs Edwards, Lucy Ann Gra\es. Cynthia Mizell, Jean Ward, Joanne Geny.
PREP HOCKEY VARSITY
First
Secon
-Sarah Jane Mathes, Martha Nell Blackburn, Carolyn McKnigh:. Jane Branson. Mary Alice Walls.
i!<-.Margarct Petrass, Mary Gaines, Barbara Nelson. Dorothy Evans. Martha Durham.
OVER THE NET
balls were flying. Competition for the tennis singles
cup began with the first fall class and continued with
friendly rivalry throughout the season. With eager
anticipation the clubs watched Penta Tau Nancy Moss
and Tri K Marion Dopke "slice'" and "slam" tennis
balls for the championship title, which was finally
taken by "Georgie" Moss.
Jean Ward, Angkor, overcame Cynthia Mizell,
Ariston, in a beautifully played match, which brought
to a close the prep tennis tournament.
With the arrival of Spring the courts became once
more a lively place. Early mornings found sleepy-
eyed partners adding up points for their game in the
doubles tournament.
COLLEGE TENNIS VARSITY
Left lo rig/il-Harriette Ashley, Nancy Moss, Marian Dopke.
PREP TENNIS VARSITY
Marie Brakebill, Jean Ward, Virginia Holt.
GUARD HER
"The score at the end of the game
was . . ." The club songs and cheers
stopped momentarily as another excit-
ing basketball game ended. Skill and
sportsmanship shone, with intense ex-
citement gripping the spectators as the
season of club competition came to a
thrilling close.
In the toiunament, the P. T.'s
smashingly defeated the fighting D.
V.'s to win the basketball trophy, tak-
ing away the cup which the Tri-K's
had previously held for three years.
The Triads came out on top in the
day-student contest, but each club
contributed to make this year a most
exciting and superior year in basket-
ball teamwork.
Bii'ens at it again
On guard
The last word
Tied up
DAY PREP VARSITY
Kneeling—Ann Wharton. Mary Ann Sugg.
Sta7idijig—Joanne Geny, Mary Catherine Woolv
Margaret Blair, Edna Gene Little.
BOARDING PREP
A'Hec/i>(g—Carolyn McKnight, Betty Campbell.
Standing—M-dTtha Durham, Dorothy Evans, Ann
Bell.
COLLEGE VARSITY
Kneeling—Betty Ray, Alma Edmonds, Dorothy Frank.
Standhig-MaTy Frances Bivens, Joan Sisk, Jeanne
Jones, Harriette Ashle?', Beverley Berno.
nV)i7;/)i» out
BOWLING
Bowling, an ever-popular sport on the cam-
pus, came to an official close when F. F. defeated
Tri K, D. v., and Agora with the high score of
1,948.
Nettie Jean Blake had the highest individual
score with such star bowlers as Patsie Hornbeck
and Challie Thornton doing a fine job of back-
ing up their teams. Each club team was com-
prised of four girls, who were chosen for their
showmanship of ability and form.
This sport takes quite a favored spot on the
campus. The alleys become a popular meeting-
place on "free" nights throughout the year.
COLLEGE BOWLING VARSITY
Left to i/g/K-Nettic Jean Blake, Thelma Back, Patsie Hornbeck,
Anne Bumgardner. Challie Thornton, Helen McQuire.
PREP BOWLING VARSITY
Fiisl 1 ou'—Elizabeth Nixon, Nancy Dougherty. Florence Stevenson.
Second roo;—Betty Langston, Emily Washington, Josephine Pritch-
DANCING
The Dance Department of Ward-
Belmont has on many occasions ex-
hibited its powers of performance. It
is quite an extensive department with
Mrs. Jean Heddleston as dance direc-
tor. Her grace and poise was reflected
in her students in "Les Sylphides,"
presented for the Washington's Birth-
day celebration, and in the spectacular
dances on May Day.
The three professionals — Barbara
Bahr, Millicent Majure, and Margaret
Ann Webster — originated and gave a
most colorful major recital in March.
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"Begin the Beguine" "Les Sylphides"
Competitors
Relay races, form swimming, under-
water plunge, and diving all resulted
in favor of the A. K. Club, who glo-
riously won the swimming cup for the
year. Second and third places went
to Agora and P. T. Clubs. And to
Barbara Nelson was proudly presented
the gold medal for her outstanding
ability in "the land of white tile and
H^O." Close competition was given
by Joanne Sherman and Mary Lou
Nelson.
The "Naiades," a newly instituted
honorary swimming club, had its de-
but with their presentation of "Feb-
ruary Follies." Bright yellow suits
flashed gaily as the thirty-three mem-
bers performed the intricate water
patterns in perfect rhythm to appro-
priate music.
The officers were:
President Alma Edmondj
lice-President Harriette Ashley
Secretary Claire Robida
Treasurer Bettv Steed
Sponsors Miss Jean Ryder,
Miss Baruara McCa-n
A splashing start
Perfect form
jLjii^ifM'"^-;^^'!: """'^
NAIADES
Front rou'-Cynthia Hoyt, Susan Hoyt, Peggy Blow-
ers, Mary Lou Nelson, Janet Denham, Peggy Pitt-
man, Charlotte Devine, Julia McHenry, Mary Mull.
Pat Wagoner, Shirley Nickols, Carohn Henderson,
Betty Steed, Claire Robida, Harriette Ashley, Alma
Edmonds, Miss Ryder.
Second row—Dot Frank, Betty Joyce Campbell, Bar-
bara Nelson, Ann Guthrie, Patty Magaret, Imogene
Spoerri, Janet Young, Mary Ann Wheeler, .\deline
Andre^vs. Judy Felt, Nancy Stern, Margaret Ann
Webster, Dot Eyans, Steve Ann Akin, Miss McCain.
Opening riig)U vf the ballet
In the heart of the water
GOLF
Active golfers on the W.-B. campus
liveci in a world of mashies and putters,
"fore!" and "hole in one," practice peri-
ods and trips to Nashville courses for
playing. Little by little they learned
from experienced hands how to gauge
their shots and perfect their aim until,
at the time of graduation, they could
hold their own with other country-wide
enthusiasts of this old and honored sport.
ARCHERY
"Ping!" and the archery targets, which
were at different times located in the
bowling alleys, gym, and athletic fields,
were struck again and again by such
experts as Betty Steed, Mary Mull, and
Betty Buckner.
Archery retained its ever-present pop-
ularity in enticing practically every girl
to attempt to earn her club or W.-B.
letter. The Del Vers Club was the final
winner in the contest for the cup.
The graceful arc inscribed against the
setting sun by flying arrows will long be
remembered by each archer.
BASEBALL
The soft spring turf and the crack of
ball on bat brought forth numerous en-
thusiasts from each club for the major
spring sport. Encouraged by new teach-
ing methods and a reorganization of club
practices, such individual talents as those
of Pat Tanton, Faith Chalmers, Beverly
Berno, Sue Dell Brewer, and Alma Ed-
monds were in full evidence.
Emerging from the heated club games
as the winners of the baseball cup, the
P. T.'s showed, as did each team, an
exceedingly good spirit of cooperation
and interest.
TRACK
The excitement of a hun-
dred-yard dash, the mastery
of the shot put, the Grecian
grace of a discus throw, the
whiteness of the hurdle
bars — all these things were
part of the lives of those
energetic athletes who came
out for track. Stars such
as Faith Chalmers, Jackie
^Vood, and Pat Tanton
piled up points for their
respective clubs in the final
meets, the track trophy be-
ing won by P. T.'s.
Sponsored by the Turf and Tan-
bark Club, the fall riding show offi-
cially opened Ward-Belmont's riding
season. Members of this honorary
riding club capably managed the
show. Acting as judges were Pat
Tanton, Mary Jo Warren, and Carol
Woodruff; serving as ringmaster was
Virginia Englett; and as scorer, Kathy
Lyter. At this show Dr. Provine
awarded the riding cup to the P. T.'s,
while the Agoras were equally as
proud of their second place. Mary
Jo Herrod won the title of high-point
rider. A spectacular drill was pre-
sented by the second-year riding ma-
jors at this time, with Mrs. Newerf
leading and carrying the T. and T.
During the winter months enthusi-
asm for riding did not slacken. Classes
on the theory of handling and caring
for horses, early morning rides, a trip
to the Chicago horse show, a week end
at the Kentucky Derby, and a campus
party given by the T. and T. retained
interet for all.
The Spring Horse Show climaxed
the season with jumping, gaited work,
and exhibitions by advanced students.
P. T. Club came out with the lead
in points, and Mary Jo Herrod was
recognized as champion rider.
The final decision
Come to the center, please!
Congratulations, Rusty
RIDING
TURF AND TAN BARK CLUB
OFFICERS
President Pat Tanton
Honorary President Alma Edmonds
Vice-President Bobby Allen
Secretary-Treasurer Katherine SMITH
Sponsor Mrs. Camilla Newerf
First rouJ—Bertie Hinman. Gwen Walker, LeCompte
Glenn, Mary Jo Harrod, Mrs. Newerf, Peggy John-
son, Alma Edmonds, Mary Jo Warren.
TOPS
Hup, two, three, four is the march-
ing cry of Tops, a seasoned organiza-
tion on Ward-Belmont campus. Tops
originated at the beginning of the
school year of 1942 and was organized
by the Physical Education Depart-
ment.
This organization collects money
for both national and local drives.
Parading, raising the flag, and aiding
of crippled children highlights their
list of activities.
"Drum and Bugles" in the early
morning added to the brilliance of the
flag-raising ceremonies, and the thun-
dering roll of the corps' drums pro-
vided a breath-taking background for
the military drills on May Day, exe-
cuted by the members and led by the
drum majorettes — Lennie Lavigne,
Jackie Wood, Mary Ann Burton, and
Olive Thompson.
DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS
Kneeling—Mary Ann Burton, Jackie Wood.
First row—Janet Young, Pat Rhine, Sadie Horton, Lennie Lavigne.
Second roa;—Catherine Bull, Mary Louise Galloway, Mary Ann Sugg. Sheila Kennard.
Third row—Peggy Johnson, Tessie Angelini, Jeanne Bryant.
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OFFICERS
President Pat McGauly
Vice-President CATHERINE Bull
Secretary BETTY Whitehead
Treasurer CAROLYN HEWITT
Sponsor Miss Mary Margaret Neal
Pat McGauly, President
Miss Mary Margaret Neal, Sponsor
Ajt^ Jacqueline Collins
Carolyn Hewitt
Virginia Lee Smith
Donna Laiii.ii bcRcmei
Patsic Ann Horntreck
Barbara Smyth
I \clyn Abroms
aiv Frances Doolii
Judith Hubbard
Trances Stabler
Marihn Allday
Carolyn Forester
Sheila Kennard
Marianne Stanley
Margaret A. Andrews
Martha Joan Fullerton
Jacquelyn Koon
Norma Jean Stratton
Maltha |o Fuir
Caroline Lowe
Marilyn Tally
Eleanor Bellamy
Gloria Gordon
Jane McCran'
Jane Ellen T)e
nu n J
-
Hats off to the Agoras, who have enjoyed a brilliant
year under their charming president, Pat McGauly,
and sponsor, Curly Neal. This vigorous club boasts
many officers from the year '46 and '47, including
Jackie Koon, Senior Class prexy, Martha Nel Black-
burn, president of the High School Y. W. C. A., and
Virginia Smith, who is vice-president of the same
organization. Other campus leaders who carry the
Agora lamp are Sheila Kennard, talented editor of
Chimes, and Pat Wagoner, president of the Chemis-
try Club. Sheila, Pat, and Jackie were also members
of Phi Theta Kappa.
Agora members will always remember nights in
the club listening to Camille sing, that week end at
Dunbar when the gang was all there, the day they
won second place in the horse show, the "Carnival"
dance with all the "cuts," and just sitting and listening
to "Hoppy" play the piano.
It was a great year for the Agoras, and the Seniors
can leave with the satisfying assurance that next year
will be great, too. Hats off to a lamp that burns
brightly!
Martha Nel Blackburn
Nancy Granger
Patsy Lois McCrea
Anita Underbill
Peggy Lu Brannar
Billy Jean Hailey
Patricia McGauly
Pat Wagoner
Sue Dell Brewer
Laura May Hambaugh
Barbara Nelson
Mary Ann Wheeler
Catherine Bull
Camille Hancoclc
Margie Sue Pettus
Bettie Mae Whitehead
SLiry Alice Harden
Ann Polk
Connie Williams
Mary Ann Burton
iara Carolyn Harrill
Paula Rudolph
Glen Wilson
Bella Cohen
Billie Henard
Carolyn Sharp
Virginia Wright
OFFICERS
President Nell Walker S^^ITH
Vice-President Ann Bumgardner
Secretary Mabel Durrett
Treasurer SARA Jane Mathes
Sergeant at Arms Mary Lou Schwankhaus
Sponsor Mrs. Richard Shillinglaw
Nell Walker Smith. President
Mrs. Shillinglaw. Sponsor
Carol Stillwell Bacchus
.Mabel Louise Durrett
Evelyn .Martin
Mary Eli/abeth Shanks
Betty Jane Bell
Barbara .Anne Gropp
Mary Frances Martin
Joanne Shearman
Joella Claire Blache
.\nn Guthrie
Sarah Jane .Mathes
Barbara Smith
Nancy Jane Boudemai
Nan Hagan
Nancy Maylott
Kathryn .Ann Smith
Claudine Boyle June Brown Anne Bumgardner
Grace Rose Harding Joan Hays
Betty Lee Miller Nancy Moncrief
Nell Walker Smith Fannette Sommer Marilyn Stark
J
-
Under the serene queenliness of President Nell
Smith, combined with the wit and leadership of Mrs.
Shillinglaw, A. K. has soared among the top clubs on
the campus this year. The whole campus thanked
them for this year's fine "Holiday Inn" and envied
them for the sparkling success of their Valentine
Dance. The members remember the more intimate
things about the club — that grand week end at Raw-
lings, Tessie's playing the piano and singing with her
Spanish accent, Zeek and her corny jokes. Pippin with
her Minnie Pearl act, and so many little things. They
can boast, as well as remember, the day they won the
swimming cup; the way Shearman and Nelson swam;
the elections that made Sara Jane president of the
Junior Class and Judy secretary of the Senior-Mid
Class; Pippin's being chapel proctor and Hood and
Gown; Nancy. Ruth Marie, Molly, and Pippin singing
their way into the college octet; Sue's priceless Made-
moiselle columns, and Bum's being vice-president of
the Y. W. C. A.
It's been a great year for A. K. Theyr'e proud
. . .
they have a right to be.
Mary Elizabeth Carpenter
Joan Hooper
Frances Hardwick Newton
Laura Ann Tompkins
Susan Carson
Billie Marie Howell
Anne Nicks
Doris Tucker
Peggy Lou Clough
Helen Merle Izard
Nancy Lu Pippin
Grace Joy Waldrop
Adele Adams
Mary Elaine Craig
Audrey Johnson
Carol Jean Reese
Gwendolyn Walker
Jayne Anderson
Anita Mae Dalton
Adele Lipsev
Julia Rhea
Ruth Marie Walls
Ana Teresita .\ngelii
Mary Dogger
Cecelia McGowin
Mary Lou Schw.inkiia
Helen While
Betty Busby
Julia Wayne Henson
Man' Lou Nelson
Betty Ruth Thomas
Suzanne Zeek
OFFICERS
President Julia Edwards
Vice-President Virginia Holt
Secretary Marie Brakebill
Sergeants at Arms Sue Rankin, Lillian Dobson
Sponsor MRS. CAMILLA Newerf
Julia Edwards. President
Mrs. Camilla Newerf, Sponsor
Attollee Boynton
Julia Edwards
Priscilla Murray
Margaret Brady
Trilby Elliston
Barbara Oman
Marie Brakebill
Rachel Gardner
Suzanne Rodgers
Dudley Brown
Polly Hager
Sallyanna Russell
Alice Casey
Dorothy Hailey
Dottie Sensing
Nancy Cooper
Jean Hecker
Joan Skelton
Lillian Cornelius
Barbara Holt
Florence Stevenson
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The Angkor Club, with its charming president,
Julia Edwards, and enviable sponsor, Mrs. Camilla
Newerf, have had a most successful year. Among other
things, they have added three new cups to their man-
tel — hockey, tennis, and scholarship. Here are three
sure signs of their versatility and teamwork.
Among the outstanding campus figures in Angkor
were Beta Club members, Attollee Boynton, Julia
Edwards, and Jean Ward; Dot Hailey, president of
the Day Student Council; Myrtle Ann Meirs, treasurer
of the Freshman Class; Rachel Gardner, president
of the Freshman Class; and Dickie AVharton, president
of the Round Table Club. The outstanding athletes
who did so much to bring home the siher cups were
Jean Ward, Julia Edwards, Lillian Dobson, and Bar-
bara Berrien.
Talent, scholarship, and good sportsmanship go to
make up the spirit of Angkor ... a spirit of which
they may be proud.
Miriam Cullom
Virginia Holt
Alice Stockell
Gloria Davitt
Sally McCanless
Patricia Sullivan
Ann DeMonbreun
Clara McDonald
Adelaide Thornton
Lillian Dobson
Ellen McKJnney
Jean Ward
Gayle Ann .\rieux
Nancy Dougherty
Katherine Manier
Gloria Watson
Louise Armistead
Mary Duke
Myrtle Ann Meirs
Dickie Wharton
Barbara Berrien
Helen Dunn
Jean Morgan
Bettie Lu White
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OFFICERS
President Bettye Jane Erwin
VicePresident Betty Lloyd Martin
Secretary Virginia Englett
Treasurer Betty McWilliams
Sergeant at Arms Albertine Sutherland
Sponsor Miss MARIBEL Benton
Bettye Jane Erwin, President
Miss ArARiBEL Benton. Sponsor
Joyce Armitage
Ida Kate Dunkin
Nancy Dee Heame
Ann Morgan
Barbara Jean Barnes
Barbara Jane Dunn
Barbara Jeanne Hill
Sara Prentiss
Virginia B. Englett
Joyce Marie Hollon
Lose Mitchell Randolph
Jackie Betz
Bettye Jane Erwin
Cynthia Hoyt
Mary Elizabeth Rensford
Joan Tyree Blackford
Margaret Dora Farrar
Susan Hoyt
Betty Anne Rocsch
Betty Anne Buchanan
Emily V. Finklea
Jeanne Adair Jacobs
Mary Elise Runyan
Carol Jean Butters
Dorothy Jean Frank
Dolores Koleszar
Jo Ann Sisk
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The tantalizing smile of Anti-Pan's president, Jane
Erwin, led her fellow club members through a year
of happiness and success. It has been a year of dances,
teas, parties for their sister club, the D. V.'s, and won-
derful week ends. They have been guided along the
straight and narrow path by their sponsor. Miss Mari-
bel Benton.
This active club is "chucked full" of talent and spirit,
The brains behind the throne are the president of
Phi Theta Kappa, Judy Wheeler, and Bev Moore and
Peggy Farrar, who are members of Hood and Gown.
Libby Rensford, vice-president of the College Council,
and Albertine Sutherland, president of the High
School Council, make rules the news. Along the
athletic line, Virginia "Snappy" Englett, a star rider,
and Dot Frank brought their club to the height of
success in sports. Joyce Armitage, associate editor of
Hyphen, and Jane Erwin were the club's journalists.
It is only fair to mention the talent of Carol Buttors,
the Majures (Mike and Millicent), and Mamie Meri-
wether.
Patty Cheek
iry Louise Galloway
NIary McKinley
Mary Simms
Carol Crosbv
Mary Theresa Gaine;
Betty McWilliams
Beverly Smith
Gloria Dandridge
Meredith Golden
Mary Clifford Majure
Albertine .Sutherland
Ruth Anne Daniels
Sara Katherine Green
Millicent Majure
Patsy Ann Stamper
Nancy Lou Davis
Joyce Hare
Betty Lloyd Martin
Julia Miriam Wheeler
Janet Mary Denham
Carolyn Harmening
Mamie Meriwether
Nancy Lou White
L. Kathryn Alfs
Cynthia J. DeWitt
Frances Anne Hays
Beverly Alyce Moore
Martha Lee Woodmansee
OFFICERS
President CYNTHIA MiZELL
Vice-President
.
jEAN HORNER
Secretaiy MARTHA DOUGLAS
Treasurer LAUREL CUFF
Sergeant at Arms Barbara Bainbridge
Sponsor MRS. Ruth Mann
Cynthia Mizell, President
Mrs. Ruth Mann, Sponsor
Shirley Berger
Jean Homer
Joanne Reed
Margaret BoUiniz
Annette Irwin
Margaret Ann Richardson
larv lane Capps
Donna Invin
Sally Rodes
Alice Banks Carr
Sally LeIIyett
Frances Smythe
Laurel Cull
Nancy Minick
Martha Stahlmar
Nancy Denny
Cynthia Mizell
Frankie Ann Taylor
Martha Douglas
Becky Murray
Mary Phil Thomas
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The Aristons began to make enthusiastic plans
when Cynthia "T" Mizell and Mrs. Ruth Mann were
chosen for their president and sponsor; for with
such grand leadership a club is certain to be versatile
and ever-progressing.
Among their members were Margaret Hays, presi-
dent of the Sophomore Class; Jacqueline Anderson,
vice-president of the Freshman Class; Ann Richardson,
vice-president of the Beta Club; Donna Irvin, secretary
and treasurer of the Glee Club; Louise Baird, secretary
of the Sophomore Class; Jean Horner, secretary of
the Beta Club; Martha Evers, secretary of the Sopho-
more Class; and Annabel Gayden, secretary of the
Round Table Club.
Thanks to such members as Jean Horner, Ann
Richardson, Eveline Gregory, and "T" Mizell, they
proudly claimed the scholarship trophy. And due to
the all-club interest in sports, the club ranked second
highest in athletic points at the end of the fall season.
Martha Evers
Nancy Oakley
Letitia Wenning
Betty Gant
Betty Orr
Ellen White
Annabel Gayden
Susan Otis
Jane Wilkerson
Courtenay Gillespie
Mary Margaret Payne
Nancy Wilkerson
Ruth Hargrove
Eugenia Pierce
Joan Ann Williams
Jacqueline Ander^n
Ann Harris
Valere Potter
L^Tine Youmans
Louise Baird
Margaret Hayes
Jean Puryear
Anne Carr Young
Audrey Horst, President
Miss Barbara McCain, Sponsor
OFFICERS
President Audrey Horst
Vice-President Pat Rhine
Secretary MARY Jo LeNFaster
Treasurer Patzie Simonsen
Sergeant at Arms JOAN MiCHELSEN
Sponsor Miss Barbara McCain
i Liju Huddy
ilyn Miller
inne Smith
lldibjiu Hudnall
Carolyn Moody
Patricia Stoll
Betty Burnctte
Imogene Huffman
Nancy Jane Myers
Janet Swetnam
El
Martha Lou Chamhers
belh Anne Kennedy
Virginia Anne Osborn
Mary Swinford
Marilyn Jane Dawson
Mary Korty
Marie Pender
Patience Tanton
Rathrvn Dean
Mary Jo LeMaster
Emily Louise Peters
Alice Tritschler
V Ellen Dennison
ien June Lord
Pat Rhine
lerie Vannatter
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Petite Audrey Horst, president of D. V., and their
popular sponsor, Miss Barbara McCain, gave their
fellow members fun-loving memories which they will
never forget.
This club, which sits high on a knoll, was well
represented in all school activities. Brains, beauties,
athletes, talent of all kinds, was molded into one,
making the D. V.'s a popular club. Among the intel-
lectuals were Pat Rhine, June Michelson, Bobbye
West, Betty Neil Shepperd, and "Trish" Simonsen,
who were in Phi Theta Kappa. Pat Rhine, second in
rank, was also president of the French Club. Pat
Tanton and Alma Edmonds, acting president and
honorai-y president of Turf and Tanbark, highlighted
the sport participation in the club.
The Del Vers can be summed up as a swell bunch
of girls with success as their main goal.
Alma Edmonds
Kathleen Lytcr
Barbara Richard
,\rar\ Jo Wanen
Martha Edwards
\rary Louise Mackie
Norma Rickel
Bobbye West
Alice .\dams
Uice Jean Fisher
I Elizabeth Martir
Shirley Shepard
Rose Mary Whitaker
I.il;
Doothy Helen All
1 anny Gray Frame
Martha Maynard
Bettv Neil Shepperd
Jane Taylor Wilson
Ann Badger
Nancy Lou Fuller
Joan Michelsen
l*atzie Simonsen
Ntartha Wilson
Patricia \nn Bake
Carohn Gidlc\
Joyce Michelsen
Nancy Simpson
Carol \Voodruff
Kathryn K. Baiti.l
.\udre\ Horsi
Jtine ^iichelscn
Marilvn Smith
Janet Young
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OFFICERS
President Judy Merrick
Vice-President Sarah Camille Farris
Secretary LuCY ANNE GRAVES
Treasurer Mary Ann Sugg
Sergeant at Anns Mary Ann Hibbett
Sponsor Miss LOUISE SAUNDERS
Judy Merrick. President
Miss Louise Saunders, Sponsor
Mary Beattie I IP . Hull. .Ill i:%alina Casey Mary Elizabtlli ( ,us f aiiDll Chiistophci Dorothy Coolidge Govan Davidson
Becky Hatchett Mary Ann Hibbett Mannie Jackson Ruth Koonce Thelma McKay Phillis May Judy Merrick
Virginia Pearson Irene Potter Joan Reagan Carol Jean Reese Lucinda Riddle Betty Sanders June Sanders
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Congratulations to the Eccowasin Club for contrib-
uting so highly to the activities on the campus! Their
president, Judy Merrick and their sponsor, Miss
Saunders, spurred this impressive group of girls on
to more unified efforts. Every high school organiza-
tion was fortunate in having several Eccowasin mem-
bers. In the Beta Club were Mary Ann Sugg, presi-
dent; Joanne Geny, Irene Potter, Martha Ann Gam-
bill, and Elizabeth Nixon. Of the Penstaff Club
were Ann Hamilton, vice-president; Jeanine Autret,
Joanne Geny, Judy Merrick, and Thaniel Armistead.
Lucy Anne Graves and Mary Catherine Woolwine, as
high school representatives, were on the Day Student
Council. And as class officers were Thaniel Armi-
stead, treasurer of the Junior Class; Elizabeth Nixon,
secretary of the Senior Class; and Sarah Camille Far-
ris, treasurer of the Senior Class.
Those members excelling in sports were Mary Cath-
erine Woolwine, Lucy Anne Graves, Joanne Geny,
Mary Ann Sugg, and Elizabeth Nixon.
Patricia Dredge
Lucy Mizell
Sara Smith
Sarah Camille Farris
Mary Charlotte Moore
Barbara Southgate
Martha Ann Gambill
Elizabeth Nixon
Mary Ann Sugg
Joanne Geny
Carolyn Norman
Emily Washington
Thaniel Armistead
Cornelia Goodloe
Betty Oman
Julie Webber
Jeanine Autret
Lucy Anne Graves
Carney Overall
Betty Lou Williams
Barbara Ballard
Ann Hamilton
Dollie Frances Parker
Mary Catherine Woolwine
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OFFICERS
President BETTY JOHNSTON
lice-President. . . rr.' Mary Lou Martin
Secretary Pat Harris
Treasurer Shirlf.y Worthincton
Sergeant at Arms MARTHA Lee Durham
Sponsor MRS. TOM FoRiih
Betty Johnston. President
Mrs. Tom Forde, Sponsor
argarct Elizabeth Boylin Mary Tom Cantrell Anne Carpenter Madelene Coggin Bonnie Dean Martha Lee Durhai
Jane Gladden Dora Grimes Jean Guttman Barbara Ann Hall Barbara Hanson Lois Hammer
Billie Joyce Jackson Betty Johnston Louise McKnight Ann Moursand Mary Lou Martin Lena Mistretta Virginia Moore
Marilyn Rochl Nancy Rogers Helen Schriebcr Kathcrine Sue Scherer Shirley Schulz Joan Simon Marcia Sperry
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The F. F.'s were almost as proud of their bowling
cup as they were of their club and the girls who made
it up during the year 1946 and 1947.
Beginning with their formal "Harvest Dance," they
thereby obtained fun and cooperation early in their
'46 campus career. Continuing to check off the weeks,
the club added to its other activities of work and
play with a weekend at Dunbar, several trips to Mel-
rose, generous Christmas contributions, a Valentine
party for the A. K. Club, a club shower, and a party
for their sister club, P. T.
With such harmonious relations as existed between
"Johnnie" Johnston, president, and Mrs. Tom Forde,
sponsor, the club won a leading position in club
village. Intellectual representatives of F. F. in Phi
Theta Kappa were Mary Lou Martin, vice-president;
Barbara Hanson, treasurer; Lena Mistretta, and
Louise Boone. The club was also proud to boast of
Mary Lou Martin as vice-president of the Home Eco-
nomics Club and as president of Hail Hall; of Louise
Boone on the Student Council; of Mary Jane Hooper,
literary editor of the Hyphen: and of Joanne Powers
as secretary of Spanish Club. Excelling in athletics
were Martha Durham, Shirley Worthington, Jean
Guttman, Nettie Jean Blake, Jan Teich, Ann Mour-
sand, Anne Carpenter, Jane Gladden, and "Johnnie"
Johnston.
Charlotte Mae Eaton
Patricia Ann Harris
Pat Nowlan
Bobbie Harlan Starr
Anne Russell Ellis
lartha Ellen Hassell
Mary Alice Ohms
Jan Teich
Clemmie Everley
Billie Sue Havron
Mary Bond Olert
arcia M. Throckmorton
Mildred Arthur
Patsye Farthing
Bertie Lou Hinman
LaVerne Parris
Rosemary Wallace
Nettie Jean Blake
lartha Lou Faulkner
Dorothy Hoback
Sallv Phillips
ioris Christine Ward
Louise Boone
Jacqueline Garrell
Maryjane Hooper
Joanne Powers
Shirlcv Ann Worthington
Ilarolyn George
y Allen Hutchison
ol Jean Robertson
Keith Year^vood
OFFICERS
President Betty Joe Crews
Vice-President Jeanne Bryant
Secretary Anne Lindgren
Treasurer Nancy Stern
Sergeant at Arms PEGGY Elliott
Sponsor Miss Polly Fessey
Betty Joe Crews, President
Miss Polly Fessey, Sponsor
Mildred Louise Boulon
Gloria J. Giles
Betty Latham
Mary Evelyn Rubley
Jeanne Bryant
Marjorie Gilmore
Lennie Lavigne
Nancy Booth Stem
Joanne Buckncr
Thelma Lee Goldwasser
Ann Lessig
Lois Anne Stevens
Margaret Burkiey
Lillie Marie Hardison
Anne Lindgren
Kathcrine Stooksbury
Sallie Gene Carus
Mary Ellen Harper
Jo Bcttye Lingle
Madelyn Terry
Joy Clay
Mary Jane Harte
Annette Linkon
Julia Theoharatos
Hatt>-e Ruth Cole
Dorothy Hodgson
Carolyn Mcknight
Margaret Thompson
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If it's variety you want, the Osirons have it. Peppy
Betty Joe Crews and understanding Polly Fessey made
a name for the Osirons tliis year.
They had an assortment of outstanding gals. Jackie
Wood, president of Student Council, and Jane Harte,
president of the Athletic Association, held two of the
highest offices on campus. Jackie Mebius was their
"brain child." As for athletics, the whole club
showed excellent team work. (Ask those who played
against them in hockey.) The Osirons are well rep-
resented in all school activities, especially in the var-
ious musical clubs, such as the octet and choir with
Peggy Elliott and Jennie Parr excelling. It is evident
that the Osirons really believe in their club song, "On,
Osirons! On, Osirons!"
Nell Abberger Barbara R. Albert Barbara E. Bahr Reba Jeanne Baxter Be\-erlev J. Berno
Nancy Cook Betty Cornblatt Betty Joe Crews Mary Field Daily Peggy Anne Elliott Portia Fincher Jo Ann Fowler
Sarah Alice Horton Eleanor Hurst Mary Hutchins JeAnne Ingersol Betty Louise Ingham Connie Kaufman Judith Jean Larry
Jean Maddox Jane Means Jackie Mebius Barbara Anne Morrison Dorothy Ann Morrow Jennie Parr Virginia Rippy
Clare Joan Turner Kathryn Stark Warner Oragene Willson Helen Wolfe Jackie Wood Tillie Worick Mary Harrison Voung
OFFICERS
President Harriette Ashley
Secretary Margaret Petrass
Treasurer Shirley Nichols
Sergeant at A rms Betsy Clifford
Sponsor Mrs. James Harber
Harriette Ashley. President
Mrs. James Harber. Sponsor
Doroth) Ami Bradley
Sophie Gounos
Jean Louise Kayko
Ann Penn
Betty Joyce Campbell
Betty Ann Graves
Sally Virginia Kayko
.Margaret Petrass
George Anne Campbell
Barbara Ann Greenlee
Ruth Vance Killebrew
Barbara Lou Phillips
Gloria Cherry
Ncilyn Griggs
Helen Long
Margaret Pittinan Eh/abeth Rhea
CMo C;olee
Frances Willie H^.rri
Polly Miles
Mary Claire Robida
Ste Ann Akii
Congleton
Mary Jo Harrod
Nancy Moss
Imogene Spoerri
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"Hail, P. T., hail!" And so it is hail to the Penta
Tails, winners of the fall riding cup, the tennis singles
tournament, and the basketball cup. Led by their
versatile president, Harriette Ashley, and their ener-
getic sponsor, Mrs. Harber, the P. T.'s sent such
athletes as Nancy Moss, Betty Rhea, Mary Frances
Bivins, Peggy Pittman, Harriette Ashley, and Betty
Campbell into the fields and courts to "fight for the
rose and gray."
Outstanding in other ways than athletics, the P. T.'s
were proud of the campus officers they could claim:
"Bobbie" Allen, president of the "Y"; Peggy Johnson,
pre: idem of the Home Economics Club; Barbara
Phillips, president of the Choir; Frances Harris, pres-
ident of the Spanish Club; Peggy Blowers, president
of Founders and vice-president of the Spanish Club;
Billie Vaughn, president of North Front; Betsy Hor-
ner, president of the Art Club; Mary Ann Jones,
president of the Speech Club; Sophie Gounos, treas-
urer of the Senior-Middle Class; and Beverly Stevens,
treasurer of the Y. VV^. C. A. Penta Taus who main-
tained the standards of scholarship were Betsy Hor-
ner, Harriette Ashley, Ann Greenlee, Mary Jo Harrod,
Barbara Needs, Myra Maupin, and Nancy Moss, all
members of Phi Theta Kappa. The publications staffs
claimed P. T.'s Barbara Needs, Bess Benson, Nancy
Moss, and Shirley Nichols.
A well-rounded club, with an unusually good spirit
of cooperation, P. T. stands as one of the most unified,
challenging clubs on the campus.
Barbara Allen Denise Allen Harriette Asliley Ruth Anne Bassett Barbara Bess Benson Mary Frances Bivins Margaret Ann Blowe
Audrey Elaine Dye Marguerite Elias Judith Felt Alice Jean Fisher Patty Flora Julia Freels Mary Susan Click
Frances Ladd Harton Frances Ann Hanvell Bess Moseley Hoover Carlene Elizabeth Horner Joycelyn Johnson .Margaret Johnson Mary Ann Jones
Barbara Bob Needs Pat Negley Evelyn Nenon Shirley Ann Nichols \'al Jean Nicholson Patricia Patee Rose Marie Payne
Anne Squires Be\-crly Ann Stevens Virginia Tail Virginia Grant 1 aylor Joanna Troutman Billie Vaughn Barbara Worth
Ann Brumley, President, First Semester
Eileen Springstun. President, Second Semester
Miss Margaret Newhall. Sponsor
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President. Second Semester EiLEEN SPRINGSTUN
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J'ice-President, Second Semester Juan Stroube
Secretary Sue Ann McReynolds
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Marion Frederick
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Margaret Frogge
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Marjorie Quiring
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Ann Brumley
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Kathleen Rine
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Marie Ann Mervin
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The Twentieth Century Ckib, under the direction
of gracious Ann Brumley for the first semester and
charming Eileen Springstun for the second, assisted
by Miss Newhall's ability, highlighted their year with
such extra-curricular activities as their Christmas
dance, a dance and week end at Rawlings, and the
Comic Valentine Party given for their sister club,
Osiron.
The T. C.'s turned out to cheer on such athletes
as Juliet Ward, Ann Bell, Jane Hughes, and Margaret
Frogge. They entered into campus activities with
enthusiasm. T. C.'s on publications staffs included
Eileen Springstun, exchange editor of Chimes; Marion
Frederick, review editor of Chimes; Janice Lebenstein
and Betsy Holton, Hyphen staff members. They were
proud to claim Juan Stroube, sergeant at arms of the
Senior-Mid Class, and honor students Eileen Spring-
stun, Ruth McCoy, and Ann Bell.
The T. C.'s of '48 can look forward to a richer year
because of the ideals given them by their sisters of '47.
Christine Chernosky
Mary Elizabeth Holton
Joan Newsom
Rebecca Skidmore
Margaret Anne Christian
Anna Frances Hudson
Margarita Noble
Kathryn Marie Smith
Marlou Coleman
Bettye Johnson
Gwendoline Oliver
Eileen Springstun
Betty Sue Corley
Ann King
Marjorie Ruth Palmer
Juan Adel Stroube
Aida deLeon
Betty Louise King
I)ofis Paty
Mary Olive Walls
Martha Ann Barton
Joan Fergus
Janice Lebenstein
Evelyn Paty
Juliet Ward
Sara Ann Bell
Betty Jane Fisher
Mary Lindsey
Eleanor Pershing
Genevieve Wolfe
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Sponsor MRS. AfARCARET Hall
Margaret Blair, President
Mrs. Margaret Hall. Sponsor
SU,]h lirourj Mabel Anne Ilii. h.
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Josephine Pritchett
Margaret Currey
Ramelle Littleton
Elizabeth Robertson
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With the leadership of vivacious "Maggie" Blair
and competent Mrs. Hall, the Triad Club has enjoyed
a memorable and successful year.
Included in the Triad roll are such outstanding day
student officers as Ann Frederick, secretary of the
Athletic Association and vice-president of the Senior
Class, and Polly Nelson, day student proctor. The
writing abilities of Carol Woolwine and Ann Frederick
won them membership in Penstaff, the literary club;
while Polly Nelson, member of the Beta Club, upheld
the scholastic standards. Such athletes as Edna Gene
Little and Betty Marshall were urged on by the eager
cheers of their club sisters. They reached their ath-
letic peak by winning the basketball and bowling cups.
Working and playing together, the Triads have,
during 1946-1947, continued to be one of the most
active and cooperative of the day student clubs.
Catherine Dahlinger
Anne McGannon
Marjorie Schock
Nancy Russell Fessey
Mary Ellen McMurray
Susan Sterapfel
Ann Frederick
Ann McQuiddy
Sue Swinford
Betty Ray Austin
Ann Gambill
Jane McQuiddy
Dolores Thoman
Margaret Avery
Mary Jo Griswold
Carolyn Mansfield
Jane Tyne
Betty Beaird
Sara Harris
Betty Marshall
Mary Oliver Vantrease
Virginia Rae Berry
Eleanor Holder
Susan Miller
Marian Williamson
OFFICERS
President Thelma Lee Back
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Treasurer Charlotte Sutton
Sergeant at Arms Marion Tilley
Sponsor Miss Catherine E. Morrison
Thelma Lee Back. President
Miss Catherine E. Morrison. Sponsor
Clara Caldwell
Judy Harris
Virginia Pullen
Charlotte Ann Sutton
Mary June Games
Mary Elizabeth Hart
Jean Byram Ratliff
Nancy Elizabeth Taylor
Nancy Cleramer
Ann Helm
Janice Roberts
ThompsonOil
Adeline Andrews
Mary Cooper
Margaret Jane Jackson
Martha Ann Rogers
Challie Thornton
Thelma Lee Back
Marian Dopke
Florence Johnson
Lora June Rucker
Marion Tilley
I li/,ih.fli Ba
Bciiiiif Mae Doud
Helen Elizabeth Keith
Rachel Anne Sample
Kathryn W. VanNortwick
Betty Jane Belew
Dorothy Dyer
Catherine Kelly
Sally Schumacher
Beverly ^Vallate
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"Yea, black! yeah, white!" yelled the Tri K's as
they supported their teams on the hockey field and
basketball courts. Led by "T" Back with the beautiful
eyes and ever-loyal Miss Morrison, this club shone
with spirit and comradeship.
Challie Thornton, Jean Ratliff, and Charleen
Pritchard received their white candles as Phi Theta
Kappas, while Jane Faulk took the honored position
of Senior-Mid president; Marion Tilley, the president
of Prep Council; Kay VanNortwick, editor of Mile-
stones; Jean Gill, treasurer of the Senior Class; Chal-
lie Thornton, second semester chapel proctor.
As always, Tri K was a leader in sports with Marilyn
Flynn, Marion Dopke, Bunte Hart, and Dot Evans
battling for the top.
Life at Tri K never stood a dull moment
. . . dances,
parties, and week-end jaunts; but the Christmas fac-
ulty breakfast, the formal Christmas dinner, and the
spring rest at Montgomery Bell were milestones in
their year.
Bcrgh
Dorothy Olhe Evans
Julia McHenry
Bettye Neil Schumpert
Virginia Sue Waller
Bethune
Jane A. Faulk
Patricia Magaret
Betty Shoemaker
Hope Milne Walter
Black
Marilyn L. Flynn
Mary Mull
Betty Lee Simms
Margaret Ann Webster
; Ann Bratton
Jean Gill
Emmie Osment
Betty Smith
Sara Ann Williams
LeCompte Glenn
Charleen Prichard
Lois Snyder
Helen Sue Wills
Lois Bclh Buford
Be\crly Harris
Barbara \Vyatt Primm
Marjorie Snyder
Joanne Winters
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Norma Lee Rudolph
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Betty Hall Shepherd
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Sally Flowers
Jane Martin
Ruby Shirley
Mintie Cantrell
lintie Jill Foddrill
Dorothy Maxwell
Betty Jean Steed
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Mary Elizabeth Gillespie
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"That good ole X. L. pep and go" came forth in its
full glory this year with "Ensemble" L. L. Jones as
president and "fun-loving" Miss Chambers as sponsor.
The "pep" was best displayed by the X. L. sports'
enthusiasts: Faith Chalmers, Betty Steed, Jean Jones,
and Helen McGuire. The "go" was represented by
those who went after the grades, such as Phi Theta
Kappa's Marilyn Parnell, Ann Wilson, Betty Witt,
and Hood and Gown member, Gayle Jennings.
But "brains and brawn" were not all the X. L.'s
had. They could boast of campus officers, like the
Senior Prep president, Janie Branson; the editor of
Hyphen, Frances Newport; and the associate editor
of Milestones, Carolyn Henderson.
Among the X. L.'s memories of the past year was
their trip to Dunbar Cave with the Anti-Pans, their
jaunt to Melrose, the "sister club" party they gave
for the Tri K's, and that wonderful dance that cli-
maxed it all.
Frances Alexander
Faith Chalmers
Carolyn Henderson
Betty Frances Newport
Mary Elizabeth Warner
Eve Balloft
Martha Clark
Dorothy Gayle Jennings
Marilyn Parnell
Peggy Wells
Cora Moss Bell
Betty Anne Coker
Jean Jones
Dorothy Elizabeth Pierce
Ann Wilson
Diane Bellinger
Virginia Jane Davis
Lizzie Lou Jones
Sarah Jane Powers
Betty Jo Witt
Mildred Porter Bethshares
Joan Anne Derrick
Sara Ann Jones
Sue Rankin
Dorothy Yearwood
Charlotta Mae Bonner
Mary Elizabeth Derrick
Mary Jane Keeling
June Elliott Riggs
Edith Ann Young
Jane Branson
Edith Derryberry
Marilyn Koehler
Grace Rogers
Jean Young



WELCOME TO WARD-BELMONT
It was a warm, rainy day in early
September. Amidst the confusion of
trains, planes, trunks, and happy greet-
ings, forty-five seasoned W.-B. girls put
on their best personalities to make the
new girls feel at home and to help them
through those first bewildering hours.
Under the leadership of Jackie Wood,
president of College Student Council,
the orientation program got under way
with Libby Rensford, Judy Wheeler, Kay
VanNortwick, Jackie Koon, Marian Til-
ley, and Martha Wilson heading the
various subcommittees.
For ten days this group lectured, led
tours, comforted homesick hearts, and
endeavored to make the new girls a part
of Ward-Belmont.
With the return of the old girls,
orientation was officially closed, but the
spirit that they engendered lasted
throughout the year.
FAG DAY
The last Saturday night in September found a tired but happy
student body in the midst of formal initiation. From early Fri-
day morning until sunset the pledges were in the throes of Fag
Day.
Odd forms began creeping around the campus at dawn —
pandas, zebras, babies, Greek slaves, clowns, pirates, and grand-
father clocks. The rising bell began to toll and voices were
heard praising and lamenting their fate. The cherished Middle
Walk became a channel of leaping frogs, crying babies, and egg
pushers.
Breakfast revealed hungry birdlike mouths peering from un-
der the table while big sisters gayly ate and fed at their discre-
tion.
In the late afternoon the weary fags stumbled down to the
clubhouses and performed the final medial tasks of Fag Day.
fflt^l*
SENIOR WEEK
September 30, 1946, the Senior Class of 1947 was formally
accepted by Dr. Provine as a unified class. The seniors solemnly
marched into chapel and quietly listened to their president,
Jackie Koon, announce the goals of the coming year — realiza-
tion of opportunities, honor, loyalty, dependability, and cooper-
ation.
The Monday chapel was only one memorable event in the
traditional Senior Week. Sunday the Senior Class received the
Senior-Middle Class with a coffee in Acklen Hall. Tuesday the
Seniors climbed aboard buses and journeyed to Percy Warner
Park for a delightful picnic of fried chicken, brownies, cokes,
and silly chit-chat before a roaring fire. The devotional service
for Wednesday was presided over by Jackie Koon with Judy
Wheeler as speaker. The week's festivities came to a close
Thursday when the class honored the faculty with a tea in club
village.
&•«. > »>*
CAMPUS CAPERS
Life on a college campus is quite the gay one, especially at W.-B.
Not one week passes without an exciting party, dance, or program on
foot for the belles.
Looking back on the year 1947, we recall with pleasure such happy
times as the Saturday night club and gym parties, the athletic field
picnics, the annual servants' party, and last, but not least, the club dances
and sparkling class balls in Acklen and the Corinthian Room.
May you also be loya!
.
. .
Think of the pounds . . . Svnng your partner
. . . A night
of thanks . . . Queen of hearts . . . Castle Heights special
. .
. Missouri Mardi Gras . . .
Your day will come
. . . Let's have some boosie.
\l^
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KING AND QUEEN OF HEARTS
Alma Edmonds and Bet McWilliams were secretly selected by the members
of the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet to be presented at the annual Valentine Banquet in
the dining room. The memorable reception given them by the assembled stu-
dent body, faculty, and guests was in keeping with the festive mood of the
evening, which was complemented by the musical program of the College Octet.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
February 22 — a great occa-
sion for the Seniors who had
practiced long hours perfect-
ing the steps of the eighteenth
century minuet, for Ward-
Belmont girls and their guests
gathered to watch them in
their colonial costumes and
grandeur, and for the faculty
and staff who remembered
many similar occasions. In
Acklen Hall, before the eyes
of the spectators, the Senior
couples and pages preceded
George and Martha Washing-
ton down the historic hanging
staircase. Chosen by the stu-
dent body to portray these
coveted roles, courtly Pat
Tanton and charming Audrey
Horst were followed by mur-
murs of approval as they
made their way into the din-
ing room for the traditional
formal banquet.
In the concluding part of
the evening, students of the
Dance Department presented
a ballet, and the Seniors once
again danced the beautiful
and impressive minuet.
And the hand played on
"Ferdinand, Ferdinand"
JUNIOR-SENIOR
PREP DAY
The preps came out in full festival array for
a sparkling Junior-Senior Prep day April 18.
It was a field day W.-B. will long remember,
complete with parade, cheers, and competition
in archery and baseball. The preps put their
famous spirit on review and showed everyone
just what they could do.
Under the big top
JUNIOR-SENIOR
PREP DAY
It all began with a parade such as you have
never seen before. The Senior Preps came
around the circle as a circus that out-circused
the real thing. They had a bandwagon, clowns,
freaks, and all the trimmings. Not to be out-
done, the Juniors followed up with characters
from storybook land. Little Black Sambo, Rag-
gedy Ann and Andy, Robin Hood, Mickey
Mouse, and all the others came to life in bright,
disguising costumes. There were heads popping
out of every window in Academic to see what
was going on.
From under the big top, the Senior Preps
watched their baseball team score on to victory.
At the archery tournament, the Senior Preps hit
the circle that counts just a few times more than
the Juniors. Everyone went wild cheering on
their closely-matched, square-shooting teams.
Hooray for the Preps! It was a grand day all
around.
The gill of my dreams
SENIOR-SENIOR-MID DAY
April 20, Senior-Senior-Mid Day, found the Middie department
store executives in an endeavor to outsell the upperclassmen of
the "Lucky Senior Hit Parade." With their slogans, "Middies
have it!" and "Lucky Seniors Means Fine Team," the two rival
camps vied with each other for advantageous campus locales on
which to display their decorations, concocted in dormitory halls
for days before.
The "Mid Mardi Gras" contained such bargains as worn-out
Senior jackets from the Founders first floor outfitting shop, latest
hit records from the Fidelity music shop, and Mid hats from the
de luxe skyline shop. The Seniors' trip around the circle fea-
tured vivid pictures of tunes of the day — "Girl of My Dreams,"
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," "Mademoiselle." Appropriately
costumed Seniors made up their Hit Parade of nine top songs
and several extras.
The athletic contests of the day included baseball, archery,
and track. Here the spirit showed up to a greater extent than
at any previous time, the Seniors winning all three events. The
lucky Seniors had before won the tennis tournament.
The traditional picnic in Club Village was held at one o'clock,
at which time the "Senior Song," number one on their Hit
Parade, was announced. Following the lunch. Dr. Provine read
off the totals in points for all three Senior-Senior-Mid Days. The
Senior Class of 1 947 had once again earned the cup — a triumph
which they will never forget.
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HIGH IDEAL
Jean Ward
ENSEMBLE GIRL
L . L . Jones

DAY
preparatory school attendants, Mary Lindsey and Jean
Ward, college attendants, Nell Smith and Beverly Stevens,
and Honor Maid, Barbara Allen. The large crowd of spec-
tators enthusiastically applauded them as they stepped from
the horse-drawn, flower-bedecked carriages to take their
places on the dais. Not until the bright May pole colors
were woven into one did the unforgettable festival end.
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MAY QUEEN
Thelma Back
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Honor Maid
Barbara Allen
QUEEN'S ATTENDANTS
Prep School Maids
Jean Ward
Mary Lindsey
College Maid
Beverly Stevens
College Maid
Nell Walker Smith
STEP SINGING
Excitement lingers in each Ward-Belmont girl's heart, both Sen-
iors and Mids, as she aligns herself with her classmates to march
around the circle to the Ward-Belmont Hymn, played by the tower
carillon. As she sings the songs of her class and listens to those of
the others, she glances out over the faces of parents and friends gath-
ered from over Nashville and the country and realizes, perhaps really
for the first time, that this event is the end of something in her life.
As she hears the Seniors sing their song for the last time, and hears
the bells played in the W.-B. tower, she knows that, in her memories,
"the glorious spirit of old '47 will linger forevermore."
GRADUATION
An end and a beginning, graduation, the ultimate and desired
from the start of each Senior's Ward-Belmont career, becomes the
summing up of her first years spent in college. Her diploma, the only
visible gains of her work and advancement, is but a small part of the
knowledge and experience she has acquired. The remainder, though
not visible to those gathered for the ceremony, consists of a newer
outlook on life, an increase in understanding and capability, all of
which makes her worthy of being a Ward-Belmont graduate. It is
this that goes through her mind as she, with her classmates, passes
out of chapel for the last time to the strains of "The Bells."
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I. We just love to pose ... 2. Hi, Nickie! ... 5. Anything new is appreciated .../. Just awaiting
for June ... 5. Before the big game
. . . 6. If Washington could only see this ... 7. Studying
hard, June? . . . S. A bit of gay play.
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/. Bless his "hart" . . . 2. You can't teach an old "dear" new tricks ..._?. You can't teacli an old
"dear" new tricks ...•/. Casta just will not give up ... 5. Something new has been added . . .
6. The highwaymen go riding ... 7. The solemn one . . . S. A change of scenery.
.\
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1. Ahoy, a boy! ... 2. Sweet suite mates . . . 3. Don't baby me ...-/. Stnile the best . . , ?, A
sittin' in the sun ... 6. Sunday afternoon . . . 7. And Rags said " " . . . S. Practicing
the minuet.
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1. "And, Mom, we studied tho' hard . . ." 2. Ditto ... 5. Any similarity is .' . . .
/. Friends forever ... 5. Afflictions of mankind ... 6. "I'se tho' sleepy" ... 7. One of their
weaker moments . . . S. It was a cold, dreary morning.
\\^
1. Friendship ... 2. Smile the while . . . 3. "Did someone say it snowed?" . . 4. Inspection
day ... 5. Sleeping beauty ... 6. "Peg, control yourself!" ... 7. "Attention, Marilyn!" . . .
8. Playtime.
^^ ^^"^
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I. The last day of exams! ... 2. Beginning of the end ... 5. The take-off . . . 4. "Is it Jane or
a bird, Ashley?" ... 5. There ain't nobody here but this chicken ... 6. The long and short of
it ... 7. A pause that refreshes .
. .
S. Her "feets" loo big for the bed.
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1. She stoops to conquer! . . . 2. Marlou . . . whew! ... 5. "You're a grand old gang" . . .
4. Richard opened the door! ... 5. Two aspects of a senior ... 6. Huinpty-Dumpty ... 7. Tri K
day . . . 8. A suntiy smile.
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1. 11:30 -O.H.f ... 2. Before the splash ... 5. Jet-off guard . . . 4. Sunday-go-to-meeting . . ,
5. That's the spirit! ... 6. Work, sun, and fun ... 7. Remember when? . . . 8. Setting: club
village.
s\
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1. A cold winter's day of play ... 2. Sissy! . . . 3. Seniorites . . . 4. Ahiking xoe will go . .
5. "Let's go to the club?" ... 6. Oo-la-la!
. . . Dunbar ... 7. One man — in a tub . . . 8. Not i
worry in the world.
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1. "Why, O why did we ever leave Havana?" . . . 2. On the trail . . . 3. Guess who . . . 4. And
spring came ... 5. Utter despair . . . 6. A night to remember ... 7. Camping tonight.
SENIOR ADDRESSES
Adams, Adele lis AVoodmont Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Adams, Alice 103 Sterling Court Apartments, Nashville, Tenn.
Alps, Kathryn L R. R. I, Carmel, Indiana
All, Dorothy Helen 211 Garden Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Allen, Barbara J . Sulphur Springs, Ind.
.^ngelim, .\na Teresa
Central Avenue, No. 179, Panama, Republic of Panama
Arthur, Mildred 423 Oleander Street, Pecos, Texas
.\SHLEY, Harriette Webster Street, Valdosta, Georgia
Back, Thelma Lee 2605 East Twenty-Fifth Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Badger, Ann Main Street, McMinnville, Tenn.
Bahr, Barbara E 202 North Jefferson, Lebanon, Mo.
Barfield, K.ATHRYN 101 East First Street, Sylacauga, Ala.
Barton, Martha Ann 1509 Holly Street, Nashville, Tenn.
Bell, Cor.a. Moss 841 South Forty-Second Street, Birmingham, Ala.
Bellamy, Eleanor 1620 Montgomery, Knoxville, Iowa
Berno, Beverly J 1039 Falls Avenue, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Black, .\lice Jane 1743 South Xanthus, Tul.sa, Okla.
Bouton, Mildred Louise 316 West Main Street, Lebanon, Tenn.
BOYLE, ClaudiNE "Rose Bank" Street, Georges, Bermuda
Brown, June 907 West North Street, Muncie, Indiana
Brumley, Ann 218'/^ South Center, Statesville, N. C.
Bryant, Jeanne Eleanor Harrison Avenue, Box 468, Huntingdon, Tenn.
Bull, Catherine 31 South State Street, Sparta, Mich.
Bumcardner, Anne Route 2, 'Tanglewood," Charlotte, N. C.
Busby, Betty •.
.319V5 Avenue, D, Lawton, Oklahoma
Caldwell, Clara Ashland City, Tenn.
Cantrell, Laura Mintie 812 Ohio Avenue, Etowah, Tenn.
Carson, Susan Jane 579 Lee Street, Glen Ellyn, 111.
Casto, Carolyn 1541 Virginia Street, Charleston, W. Va.
Cheek, Patty 2635 North Terrace Avenue, Milwaukee. Wis.
Christian. Margaret Anne,
. . Qrs. 61C, Jodwin Loop. Fort Belvoir, Va.
Clark, Martha lie South Shore Drive, South Bend, Ind.
Clay, Joy 402 Plum, Durant, Okla.
Clemmer, Nancy 15O8 Travis Street, AmariUo, Texas
Clough, Peggy Lou 534 Phillips Avenue, Glen Ellyn, 111.
Coleman, Margaret Louise Smyrna, Tenn.
Cole, Hattie Ruth 410 South Roselawn Avenue, Artesia, N. Mex.
Congleton, Ernestine 2734 Southington Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio
Cooper, Mary A 2O6 East Ninth Street, Rome, Ga.
Crews, Betty Joe Route 3, Osceola, Ark.
Crosby, Carol 1715 st. Mary Street, Jackson, Miss.
Dalton, Anita Mae 101 Hermitage Road, Charlotte, N. C.
Dandridge, Gloria Lowrey Senatobia, Miss.
Dennison, Nancy Ellen 1001 East Seventeenth Street, Denver, Colo.
Derrick, Mary Elizabeth. 224 North Sappington Road, Kirkwood, Mo.
DOPKE, Marlan 829 Lake Forest Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Eaton, Charlotte Mae 32 Oak Bend Court, Clayton, Mo.
Edmonds, Alma Longwood Plantation, Box 8396, Baton Rouge, La.
Edwards, Martha L 6501 Velasco, Dallas, Tex.
Elliott, Peggy Anne
Holston Hills, Route 6, Green Valley Road, Knoxville, Tenn.
Erwin, Bettye Jane 5400 Stonewall Road, Little Rock, Ark,
Faulkner, Martha Louise 404 North Flint, Breckenridge, Texas
Flowers, Sally n09 South Main Street, Findlay, Ohio
Flvnn, Marilyn Lucy 231 Hudson Street, Pelham Manor, N, Y.
Frederick, Marion 445 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.
Frocce, Margaret Jamestown. Tenn.
Fuller, Nancy Lou 1627 Main Street, Quincy, 111.
Gidley, Carolyn 202 Carroll Street, Jacksonville, Ala.
Giles, Gloria June 205 Lincoln Avenue, Watseka, 111.
Gill, Jean 410 Cornwallis Avenue, Roanoke, Va.
Glenn, Le Compte 526 Grandin Road, Roanoke, Va.
Golden, Meredith 1418 Sherwood Lane, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Graves, Betty Ann 4326 Clairmont Avenue, Birmingham, Ala.
Green, Saba Kathryn 1223 Seventeenth Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Hancock, Ca.mille Box 204, 607 Williams, Natchitoches, La.
Hanson, Barbara 1345 North Broad Street, Fremont, Neb.
Harris. Frances Willie 1929 Linhart Avenue, Fort Myers, Fla.
Harte, Jane 3201 Lenox Road. Atlanta, Ga.
Hassell, Martha Ellen 1412 Donaghey Avenue, Conway, Ark.
Henard, Billie Box 515, Cincinnati, Ohio
Hewitt, Carolyn 2519 Harding Drive, Columbus, Ga.
Hinman, Bertie Lou 229 Ohio Street, Corpus Christi, Texas
HOBACK, Dorothy Cowan, Tenn.
Hooper, Mary;ane 251 North Fiftieth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Hoover, Bess Moseley Livermore, Ky.
Hornbeck, Patsie Ann 1027 North Hobson, Shawnee, Okla.
Horner, Betsy Waverly, Tenn.
Horst, Audrey 520 South Hanlcy, Clayton, Mo.
Hudson, Anna Frances .712 North Twentieth Street, Nashville, Tenn.
Hutchison, Mary Allen Hcndersonvillc, Tenn.
Ingham, Betty Louise 2417 North Palafox .Street, Pcnsacola, Fla.
J0HN.SON, Florence Carol 1913 East Thirty-Seventh Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Johnson, Peggy 41 19 Euclid Boulevard, Youngstown, Ohio
Johnston, Betty Zane. .814 Mount Vernon Drive, Chattanooga, Tenn.
JONES, JEAN R. F. D. No. 1 , Hampshire, Tenn.
JONES, Lizzie Lou 1830 Beech Street, Pine Bluff, Ark
JONES, Mary Ann 332 Church Street, Booneville, Miss!
Kennard, Sheila Care First National Bank, Anderson, Texas
Keith, Helen Elizabeth Bellevue Drive, Belle Meade, Nashville, Tenn.
KOON, Jacquelyn 1407 Franklin Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.
KORTY, Mary 1213 Columbia Street, Lafayette, Ind.
Latham, Betty 321 Lauderdale Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Lavigne, Lennie Ponchatoula, La.
Lea. Eleanor Thompson Station, Nashville, Tenn.
Lord, June Route 4, Box 174, Birmingham, Ala.
Lyter, Kathleen 321 South Twenty-Third Street, Quincy, 111.
McCoy, Ruth 933 East Moses, Gushing, Okla.
McGauly. Patsy 2902 South Sixteenth Street, Birmingham, Ala.
McWiLLiAMS, Betty 161 Morgan Street, Versailles, Ky.
Mackie. Marie Louise 3025 Villa Rose Park. Tampa, Fla.
Maddox, Joan 548 South Jefferson Street, Hartford City, Ind.
Majure, Millicent 1019 Seventh Avenue, Gadsden, Ala.
Malahy, Sarah 724 West Main, Durant, Okla.
Martin. Betty Lloyd 21 1 1 Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
Martin. Mary Lou 520 East Maumee Street, Angola, Ind.
Means, Jane Woodmont Terrace Apartments, Nashville, Tenn.
Meriwether, Mamie Route 2, Jackson, Tenn.
Michelson, Joyce 315 Ra\ena Boulevard, Ann ."^rbor, Mich.
Michelson, June 315 North Ravena Boulevard, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mistretta, Lena 21 1 Church Street, Donaldsonville, La.
Mitchell, Mary 1927 Thirteenth Street, Columbus, Ga.
Moss, Nancy 1400 College Street, Bowling Green, Ky.
MuLL, Mary 3O8 East Eleventh Street, Rome, Ga.
Newport, Betty Frances 209 North Madison, Maiden, Mo.
Nichols, Shirley 15II South Elm Street. Shenandoah, Iowa
NOWLAN, Pat 724 Swarthmore, University City, Mo.
Ohms, Mary Alice 824 South Virginia, Marion, 111.
OSBORN, Virginia Ann Clifton Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Parnell, Marilyn 242 Washington Street, Shreveport, La.
Parr, Jennie Munfordville, Ky.
Patee, Patsy 321 Atlantic Street, Corpus Christi, Texas
Paty, Evelyn 4309 Estes Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Pershing. Eleanor Lincoln Heights, R. R. 3. Jeffersonville, Ind.
Phillips, Barbara Lou Box 232, Sturgis, Mich.
Pippin, Nancy Lu Pippin Place, Waynesville, Mo.
Quiring, Marjorie 626 East Euclid, McPherson, Kan.
Rensford, Mary Elizabeth... 317 Tenth Avenue, Huntington, W. Va.
Rhine, Patricia Thornton, Ark.
RiCKEL, Norma 1435 West Fifty-Ninth Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Rippy, Virginia Sue 902 Wilson Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Robertson, Carol Jean 59 Lake Forest, Richmond Heights, Mo.
ROBIDA, Mary Claire 1741 Oleander Place, Jacksonville, Fla.
RosENBLUM, Phyllis 3601 Harding Road. Nashville, Tenn.
Rubley, Evelyn 81 Vale Street, Battle Creek, Mich.
RUDOLPH, Norma Lee '. 607 Park Boulevard, Glen Ellyn, 111.
Satterfield, Virginia Bow:e 21 1 Morgan, Princeton, Ky.
SCHREIBER, Helen 503 North Manvel Street, Chandler, Okla.
SCHULZ, Shirley 604 Robinson Avenue, Piqua, Ohio
Shepperd, Betty Neil Raleigh Heights, Box 229, Berkley, W. Va.
Simon, Barbara Jean 210 Twenty-Seventh Street, Charleston, W. Va.
Simonsen, Patzie Mineral Point Road, Janesville, Wis.
Simpson, Nancy Jo Waverly, Tenn.
Smith, Barbara Isabel 7O8 Jackson Street, Gary, Ind.
Smith, Nell Walker 201 Jackson Street, Hawkinsville, Ga.
Snyder, Lois Eileen 3124 Davenport, Davenport, Iowa
Sommer, Fannette Somraerdale Farms. Hawkinsville, Ga.
Springstun, Eileen
.
. ; Oaktown, Ind.
Squires. Anne 1203 North Vermont, Royal Oak, Mich.
Stamper, Patsy Ann Berry Lane, Nashxille, Tenn.
Steed, Betty Jean 200 Harding Avenue, Pine Bluff, Ark.
Stern, Nancy 321 East Fiftieth Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Stevens, Beverly 1292 Herschel Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
Stevens, Lois Anne 1920 North Orange Avenue, Orlando, Fla.
Sutton, Charlotte 107 Moss Avenue, Peoria, III.
Tanton. Patience Mae 106 Catherine, Washington, 111.
Thompson, Olive 402 South Main Street, Franklin, Ky.
Troutman, Joanna 124 Eleventh Avenue, Huntington, W. Va.
Tucker, Doris 1805 Copeland Street, Jacksonville, Fla,
VanNortwick, Kay East Rbck Springs Road, Greenville, N. C.
Vaughn, Billie West Erie Road, Albion, Mich.
WAGONER, Pat 1610 North Washington, Odessa, Texas
Waldrop, Grace Joy 3907 Katherine Street, Nashville, Tenn.
Walker, Gwen 210 Pine Street, Monroe, La.
Wallace, Rosemary 1 10 West Boulevard, Marion, 111.
Walls, Ruth Marie 809 Southside, Bristol, Tenn.
Warren, Mary Jo 835 Northwest Fortieth Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
WEBSTER, Margaret Ann 301 South Shelton, Breckenridge, Texas
WELLS, Peggy Valley Brook Road, Woodmont Estates, Nashville, Tenn.
Wheeler, Judy 244 South Thirteenth Street, Clinton, Okla.
Williams. Connie 212 Mockingbird, Nashville, Tenn.
Wilson, Martha 511 North Fourteenth Street, Nashville, Tenn.
Wood, Jacqueline 2401 Taylor Street, Amarillo, Texas
Worthington, Shirley 2793 Forbes Street, Jacksonville, Fla.
Young, Edith Ann Graybar Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
YOUNG, Mary Burkeville, Ala.
Zeek, Suzanne 2609 Wabash, Michigan City, Ind.
SENIOR PREP ADDRESSES
Arieux, Gayle Ann .. 116 Thirty-First Avenue, North, Nashville, Tenn.
Armistead, Louise Honeywood Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Ballard, Barbara Golf Club Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Beaird, Betty Golf Club Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Bell, Ann 301 Vance Avenue, Red Springs, N. C.
Bell, Betty Jane 217 Homecrest, Jackson, Mich.
Blair, Margaret Jackson Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Boysen, Barbara Lou 5014 La Branch, Houston 4, Texas
BOYSEN, VlVIENNE 5014 La Branch, Houston 4, Texas
Brakebill, Marie 607 Estes Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Branson, Jane 701 North Somerville, Pampa, Texas
Cannon, Bennie Berry, Ala.
Cartwright, Gloria Jean 702 Main Street, Mitchell, Ind.
COGGIN, Madalene 412 Wells Avenue, Chipley, Fla.
COOLIDGE, Dorothy Belle Meade Apartments, Nashville, Tenn.
Cooper, Nancy 1503 Acklen Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
CoRLEY, Betty Sue 1211 West Franklin Street, Jackson, Mich.
Corson, Clare Belle Meade Apartments, Nashville, Tenn.
Cuff, Laurel 714 Lynnbrook Road, Nashville, Tenn.
CuLLOM Miriam 2810 Vanderbilt Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Dahlinger, Catherine 103 Blackburn Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Dawson, Marilyn Linwood, Nebr.
Dean, Kathryn 705 Jefferson Street, Alexander City, Ala.
DOBBS, Bernice 1324 Holmes Avenue, Springfield, 111.
Durham, Martha Lee Box 222, Greenburg, Ky.
FarrIS, Sarah Camille Curtis Wood Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Fincher, Portia Ann Box 92, Alexander City, Ala.
FiNKLEA, Emily Box 126, Monroeville, Ala.
Foddrill, Jill 507 North Eighth Street, Mitchell, Ind.
Frederick, Anne Chickering Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Fredrick, Marilyn 516 Hollywood Space, Webster Groves, Mo.
Gaines, Mary T. . UOth at Center Street, "Birdwood," Omaha 4, Nebr.
Gayden, Annabel Hillsboro Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Granger, Nancy 56 Grand Boulevard, Binghamton, N. Y.
Graves, Lucy Ann Hampton Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Griggs, Neilyn 1501 Taylor Street, Amarillo, Texas
Gullett, Nancy 1220 Columbus Circle, Janesville, Wis.
Guthrie, Ann 415 Tennessee Avenue, Pinesville, Ky.
Hager, Polly Signal Hill Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Hailey, Dorothy 3409 Belmont Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Hall, Barbara Ann Columbia Avenue, Campbellsville, Ky.
Hamilton, Ann 925 Caldwell Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Harris, Sara Leake Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Havron, Billie Sue Jasper, Tenn.
Hibbett, Mary Ann 317 North Wilson Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Holt, Virginia 316 Fairfax, Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Horner, Jean Hillsboro and Sweetbrier Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Hughes, Jane 1109 South Main Street, Findlay, Ohio
Kayko, Jean 1812 Grovedale, Jackson, Mich.
Lechleiter, Bettye 2816 Blair Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Lindsey, Mary Louise North Jefferson Street, Perry, Fla.
Linkon, Annette 329 Melrose, Centralia, 111.
McKay, Thelma 1014 Fair Street, Franklin, Tenn.
Mcknight, Carolyn Crawfordville, Ark.
MiZELL, Cynthia Brentwood, Tenn.
MONCRIEF, Nancy Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Nelson, Barbara Mooney Point, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Nelson, Polly Hillwood Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Nixon, Elizabeth Boyd Mill Road, Franklin. Tenn.
Oakley, Nancy 3007 Medial .Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Pearson. Virginia 2412 Sterling Road, Nashville. Tenn.
PETERi, Emmy Lou 5021 East Se\enteenth, Denver, Colo.
Pierce, Eugenia 218 Walnut Drive, Nashville. Tenn.
Powers, Joanne White Street, Henderson, Tenn.
Read, Sallie Franklin Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Reese, Virginia Ann Tyne Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Robertson, Elizabeth Route 5, Franklin, Tenn.
RuCKER, June 1200 Harrison Street, Mount Vernon, 111.
Runyan, Mary Elise 5917 Mason Street, Omaha 6, Nebr.
Russell, Sally 2.532 Blair Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Schmausser, Mary Lou 1935 Leyden Street, Denver, Colo.
Schumacher, Sally 148 Orchard Street, East Lansing, Mich.
Shearman, Joanne 3705 Sleepy Hollow Drive, Wichita, Kans.
Shirley, Ruby Box 82, Louisville, Ala.
Smythe, Frances 1497 Woodmont Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Southgate, Barbara Belle Meade Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Stevenson, Florence Honeywood Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Sugg, Mary Ann Hillsboro Road, Brentwood, Tenn.
Taylor, Frankie Ann Route 5, Franklin, Tenn.
TiLLEY, Marian Ill South Tarver Avenue, Lebanon, Tenn.
Turner, Clare 2521 Sunset, Houston, Texas
Tye, Jane Ellen Box 548, 123 Third Street, Harlan. Ky.
Tyne, Jane Tyne Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
WARD, Jean Harding Road and Clarendon, Nashville, Tenn.
Warner, Kathryn 3 Northwood Avenue, Jackson, Tenn.
Washington, E.mily Gale Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Wheeler, Mary .Ann 407 Bigelow Street, Peoria, 111.
Whitaker, Rose Mary 630 La Fayette, Box 508, Marianna, Fla.
Williams, Jo Ann Echo Hill Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Wilson, Glen 333 Russ Street, Box 351, Marianna, Fla.
Woolwine, Mary Catherine Ellendale Avenue. Nashville, Tenn.
FACULTY STAFF ADDRESSES
ASPER, Mrs. Charles E 117 Poplar Trail. Grand Haven. Mich.
Baskermlle. Miss Auma 424 North Water Street, Gallatin, Tenn.
Benton, Miss Maribel Opp. Ala.
BiTZER. Mr. John A 2414 Kjrkland Place. Nashville. Tenn.
Bi_\NTON, Mrs. J. D 60 Warren Place. Montclair. N. J.
Bold, Mrs. Harold Sharondale Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
BOVD, Mrs. M. R 2701 Natchez Trace. Nashville, Tenn.
Er,\ndon, Miss Helen Dover, Tenn,
BR.ANDON, Mrs, Sara W, 1001 Laivrence Avenue, Nashville. Tenn,
Breckenridge, Miss Jean 2001 Capers Avenue. Nashville. Tenn.
Brooks, Miss Vera Hillsboro Manor, Nashville, Tenn,
Bryan, Mrs. C, N 1801 West Belmont Circle, Nashville, Tenn.
Cayce, Mrs, E. B 1600 Hares Street, Nashville, Tenn,
Chad%vell, Miss Patty L Forest Park Avenue. Nashville, Tenn.
Ch.«ibers, Miss Catherine 611 West Rusk Street, Marshall, Texas
Charlton, Miss Mary Frances
2013 Twentieth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn,
Cl^vy, Mrs. Rosa East Washington Street, Athens, Ala.
Cleveland, Miss Janet 429 West Main Street, Lebanon, Tenn,
Cobb, Mr. Whitfield, Jr 1504 Bernard .\venue, Nashville, Tenn.
Crawford, Miss Eleanor 201 South Main Street, Milan, Tenn,
Dalton, Mr. Sydney 113 Louise Avenue, Nashville, Tenn,
Daniel, Mrs. Jesse lOlO Graybar Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Davis. Mrs. Capitola 2134 Bclcourt .Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Davis, Mrs. Grace 927 Fifth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Donner, Mr. Thomas B. 1903 Twentieth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Dunlap. Mrs. Thomas C 906 Gale Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Eastin, Mrs. Mark E., Sr 228 Union Street, Madisonville, Ky.
ESTES, Miss Frances 2501 Belmont Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Evans, Mrs. W. C 1208 Sixteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Fessey. Miss Polly Jefferson Apartments, Nashville, Tenn.
Forde, Mrs. Thomas M James Robertson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn,
Fletcher, Miss Mabel 30 Tarrymore Apartments, Nashville, Tenn.
Gill, Mrs. Helen H 928 Carolyn Avenue, Nashville, Tenn,
GiVENS, Dr, Mary L,
1155 East Fifty-Sixth Street, Apartment 4, Nashville, Tenn.
Gordon, Miss Louise 704 North Twelfth Street. Nashville. Tenn.
Green, Miss Louise 1206 Faxon Street, Memphis, Tenn.
Gregory, Mrs. Thomas Brentwood, Tenn,
Guild, Mrs, Allen T, .1704 Eighteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Hacer, Miss .Marilyn 1511 Stratton Avenue, Nashville. Tenn,
Hacer, Mrs. Sidney 1311 Chester Avenue, Nashville, Tenn,
Hall, Mrs. Margaret F. ...A-2 Windsor Apartments, Nashville, Tenn,
HANBURY, Miss Shirley E 1268 Main Street, Newington, Conn.
Harber, Mrs. James F Care Mrs. J. S. Shannon, Munday, Texas
Hardison, Mrs. H. A. 206 Fifth Avenue, West, Springfield. Tenn.
Hartup, Mrs, J. Nell 2134 Bekourt Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Haughton, Miss Helen K. 509 East Washington, Mount Pleasant, Iowa
Hay, Mrs. Mary 1504 Bernard Avenue, Nashville. Tenn,
Hay, Miss Vera 211 Nineteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Helton, Miss Louise 2144 Blakemore Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Henderson, Miss Cora Ward-Belmont School, Nashville, Tenn.
Henkel, Mr. .-Arthur 1600 Linden Avenue, Nashville, Tenn,
Hodgson, Miss Georgie 210 South Second Street, Clarksville, Tenn.
Hogarth, Dean Charles P Sterling Court. Nashville. Tenn,
Holbrook, Miss Betty'
1905 Twenty-First .\venue. South. Nashville, Tenn.
Hollinger, Miss .\lma 1114 Harrison Avenue, Greenville, Ohio
Irwin, Dean Alan 1727 Sixteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Irwin, Mrs. Alan 1727 Sixteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Jones, Mrs, Harriet W Ward-Belmont School, Nashville, Tenn,
Jones, Miss Jean Route 5, Blackstone, Va.
JONES, Miss Katherine L Golf Street, Nashville. Tenn.
Jones, Miss Sara 2230 Scott Street, Na.5hville, Tenn,
Kannon, Mrs, Inez Ward-Belmont School, Nashville, Tenn.
Kaye, Mrs. John M 2820 Columbia Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Krueger, Mrs. E. J 3100 Overlook Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
KUYKENDALL, .Miss BiLLIE 723 Sixteenth Avenue, South, Nashville. Tenn,
Lafferty, Mrs. Bessie 1403 Dickerson Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Lester. Miss Carrie 2400 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Love, Mrs. W. S Nashville Road, Franklin, Tenn.
McBryde, Mrs. F, M Care Dr, Howard Robertson, Franklin. Tenn,
McCain, Miss Barbara 18 East Swon Avenue. Webster Groves, Mo.
McLean, Mrs. Lucile 2502 Barton Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Malone, Mrs. Thomas H., Jr.. Belle Meade Boulevard. Nashville, Tenn,
Mann, Mrs, W. T 2118!/5 Ashwood Avenue, Nashville. Tenn.
Mathias, Mrs. L. D 136 Woodmont Boulevard. Nashville, Tenn.
Meek, Mrs. Emma Brown 17 East Main Street, West Point. Miss.
Miser, Mrs. W. L 1702 Cedar Lane. Nashville. Tenn.
Mitchell. Mrs. Jack 3905 Murphy Road. Nashville. Tenn.
Morrison. Miss Catherine. .1801 West Belmont Circle, Nashville. Tenn,
Morrow, Dr. John A,
. 1717 Fifteenth Avenue, South, NashvUle. Tenn.
Moss, Miss Louise 2104 Sunset Place. Nashville, Tenn,
,MVHR, Miss Ivar Lou Bellevue, Tenn.
Neal, Mlss Mary Margaret 311 First Avenue, Northwest, Miami, Okla.
Nelson, Mr, Vernon M Ward-Belmont School
Newerf, Mrs. Camilla 502 West Burleson, Marshall. Texas
Newhall. Miss Margaret. 1801 West Belmont Circle. Nashville, Tenn,
NoRRis, Miss Mary R.
1908 Twenty-Fourth Avenue, South, Nashville. Tenn.
Ordway, Miss Anne 1504 Bernard Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Ordway. Miss Martha 1504 Bernard Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Orr, Mrs. W. C 1004 Halegon Avenue. Nashville. Tenn.
Ottarson. Mrs. A. P.. Jr Glenwood Avenue. Nashville, Tenn.
Owen. Miss Margaret 172 Woodmont Boulevard. Nashville. Tenn.
Parker, Mrs. Fitzgerald Clairmont Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Parks, Mrs. Georgia T Ward-Belmont. Nashville, Tenn.
Parnell. Miss Lucy Jackson Boulevard, Nash\ille, Tenn.
Penn, Mrs. B. S Humboldt, Tenn.
Phillips, Miss Alma 2115 Acklen Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
PiNSON, Mrs. W, W I50I Sweetbrier Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Pope, Mrs. Lewis G Ward-Belmont, Nashville, Tenn.
Provine, Dr, Robert C. 2015 Fifteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Rainwater, Miss Faye 1716 Blair Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Rasmussen, Mrs. E. G Vanderbilt Campus. Nashville. Tenn.
RiGGS. Mr. Lawrence 1916 Blair Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn,
Rochedieu, Mr. C. A. 1313 Eighteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Rose, Mr. Kenneth ...2006 Eighteenth Avenue, South, Nashville. Tenn.
Ryder. Miss Jean 65 Bertwell Road, Lexington. Mass.
Sargent, Mrs, C, H 1502 Woodmont Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn,
Saunders, Miss Louise 2108 Highland Avenue. Nashville. Tenn.
Schneck, Miss Grace 244 Locust Street, Hammond, Ind.
Sefton, Miss Jane
Care Mrs. M. B, Bullington, 220 Belmont Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Shackelford, Miss Mary W. . 119 Thirty-Sixth Avenue, Meridian, Miss,
Shillinglaw, .Mrs. Richard
. East Bellevue Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Sikes, Dr. a. T Royal Oaks Apartments, Nashville, Tenn.
Smelser, Mrs, L. B 2007 Blakemore Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
SOUBY, Mrs. Susan S 211 Dixie Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Spann, .Mrs. Robert G 1506 Ashwood Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Spencer, Mrs. Frank C.
206 Twenty-Fourth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Strickland, Miss Ruth 2106 Noble Street, Anniston, Ala,
Sutherland, Mrs. William T.
1912 Twentieth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
SWINT, Mrs. Thyra L Ward-Belmont, Nashville, Tenn,
Thompson, Miss Dorothy 723 Sixteenth A\enuc, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Throne, Miss Amelie 2006 Twenty-First ."Vvenue, South, Nashville, Tenn.
Taylor, Mrs. Ruth Care Page Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Turner, Mrs. Sam R 2129 Belmont Boulevard, Nashville, Tenn.
Thur.man, Mrs. Ralph 115 Lvie Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
VAN Sickle. Mrs. Joseph Ward-Belmont, Nashville, Tenn.
Vaughan. Miss Betty.. 320 North Military Street, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
Walker, Mrs. Emily Ward-Belmont, Nashville, Tenn.
Walker, Mrs. Aaron T 2323 Highland Avenue, Nashville. Tenn.
Walker. Mrs. W. R 181 1 Acklen Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Wall, Miss Elizabeth 1303 McKennie Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Washington. Mrs. O. B.. Jr Arlington Court. Nashville, Tenn.
Weedon. Mrs, Willie B Box 92, Salem, Va,
WiKLE, Miss Roberta Franklin, Tenn.
Wilder, Miss Susanna 27 West Tenth Street, New York, N, Y.
Winnia, Miss Catharine 1805 Acklen Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
LIST OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THEIR HOME ADDRESSES
Connor, Miss Elizabeth 747 Third Street, Northwest, Paris. Tenn,
OcLESBY, Mrs. Maryan
1011 Northwest Fourteenth Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Prentice, Miss Ella
Care Mrs, Thomas L, Sneed, 3507 Scarsdale Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Ray, Mrs, Eugene Weissinger-Gaulbert Apartments, Louisville, Ky.
Russell, Mrs. Ruby T Sharondale Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Smith, Mr. A. J IOI6 Spain Avenue, Nashville, Tenn.
Sutton, Mrs. Ernest S.. Jr. 400 Ensenada Avenue. Coconut Grove. Fla.
Walton. Mrs. Charles 1320 Versailles Road. Lexington. Ky.

Duplicate Pictures
From Your MILESTONES
Negative Can Be Had in Any Size
at Any Future Time.
The Reorder Price Is About
Half the Original Cost.
SCHUMACHER STUDIO
213 Sixth Avenue, North
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
uT. GRAHAM HALL
AETNA
INSURANCE
SERVICE
NASHVILLE
TRUST
BUILDING
PAUL M. DAVIS H. H. CORSON J. C. BRADFORD PETER DAVIS
Davis, Bradford k Corson
AGENCY ESTABLISHED 1867
INSURANCE
AND
BONDING
Security— Service
1 n
RH-i in
J (ill flOflU
910 Commerce Street
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
J. P. BROWN DRUG COMPANY
2010 Belmont Boulevard
417 Gallatin Road
Melrose Theatre Building
YOU CAN GET IT AT BROWN'S
B. H. STIEF JEWELRY COMPANY
214-216 Sixth Avenue, North
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
-
Ifs
. . . bi'cause you love smart things
Smart youthful
fashions for all occasions.
HOTEL HERMITAGE
APPRECIATES
AND THANKS . ,
WARD-BELMONT
Hotel Patrick Henry Roanoke, Virginia
Hotel Farragut Knoxville, Tennessee
Windsor Hotel Jacksonville, Florida
Roosevelt Hotel Jacksonville, Florida
Floridian Hotel Jacksonville, Florida
Hotel Sir Walter Raleigh Raleigh, North Carolina
Hotel Emerson Baltimore, Maryland
Hats Lingerie Accessories
LEWDON'S HAT SHOP
1802 Twenty-First Ave., So.
Nashville, Tennessee
Phone: 7-1564
Exclusive Yet Inexpensive
Double
Measure
Double
Pleasure
NOEL & CO., INC
ICE
'
6-8933
— Nashville, Tennessee — 6- 1650
H. W. Lay & Co., Inc.
POTATO CHIPS—PEANUTS—PEANUT
BUTTER SANIjWICHES — FRITOS
lastJ Foods for
Everybody—
Every Day
1704 Portland Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
^^.^nxyi^ JxnAj
221 SIXTH AVE. N.
NASHVILLE 3, TENN.
HILLSBORO PHARMACY
1705 Twenty-First Avenue, South
#'^
FLOWERS
212 Sixth Avenue, North
In Nashville
It's
Zanini's
Restaurant
RECOMMENDED BY
DUNCAN HINES
Smi&^4
SEALTEST MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
Nashville's Finest
From tested herds . . . pasteurized . . . and produced under the Sealtest System of Laboratory
Protection—cleanliness, wholesomeness, and purity, safeguarded by the most modern scientific
equipment and methods.
NASHVILLE PURE MILK CO.
lU^yU >^PicM MM^:fta
0isX^
?/#;*
URBANITES
SEYMOUR TROY
MATRIX
COLLEGEBRED
RICE O'NEILL
VALCRAFT
RHYTHM STEP
BARE-FOOT ORIGINALS
FLIRTATION
DEBUTANTE
TOWN AND COUNTRY
and OTHERS
Famous for Famous Name Shoes
703 Church Street
A Southern Tradition . , .
VARNISH ENAMEL
Southern "Made" for Southern CUme
Warren Paint& Color Co.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
R. T. OVERTON
& SON
Fruits and
Vegetables
515 Third Avenue, North
Phone 6-8143
Jamison Bedding
Wheeler Furniture
•
Made in Nashville Since 1883
•
JAMISON BEDDING, INC.
YELLOW CAB COMPANY
Incorporated
BROWN BAGGAGE TRUCKS
Phone 6-0101
We Have for the Convenience of All
WARD-BELMONT STUDENTS
A Branch Office Located in
FIDELITY HALL
Where Called-For and Delivered Service Is Available on
LAUNDRY, DRY CLEANING, AND STORAGE
at Reduced Prices
HERMITAGE LAUNDRY COMPANY
SWISS CLEANERS
ALLOWAY
BROTHERS
COMPANY
Distributors of
MILK-FED POULTRY
TABLE-TEST EGGS
HIGH-GRADE MEATS
150 Second Avenue, South
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
FLOWERS
210 Sixth Avenue, North
DRINK i^
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
AiiJ/^apJnS
Aidckp^ofdi^
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